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Chapter 1 ,.

Introduction
0

2
Theiurpose of this report is to provide preschool and early e'ldMentary School

teachers with a summary of current pOchological research concerned with dit social

'development of ypung children. Psychological research often provides a basis for pro-

cedures:teachers use in the classroormi., It is difficult, however, for individualttei-

.., t.

chersto keep up with the latest'developments in psychologiCal research. Even when.

'-reSearCh findings are accessible, their relevance to classroom practices is often.dif-

, - 4
` ficult todetermine. This report is designed to relate research findings to practical

issues teachers face in the classroom.

The report is limited to particular topics concerning Ohildrpn's social behavior

A companion report, entitled
"Thetognitive Development: of Young Children': A Report

,for Teachers,".focuses n developmental changes in young children's ways of thinking.

The two .reports were repared as a joint. project and share similar goals and formats.

The reader is encouraged to use them together.

Basic Research and/Piacticall Implications: A Note of Caution

-
Summarizing research in psychology can be a risky undertaking. What seems "true.

et. one point in time often becomes "false" when new information becomes available or

tia

when new theories chahge the interpretation of old findings. Teachers are under-

standably wary of changing fads in educational practice--fads which often .grow out of -°

psychologists' changing conceptions, of the "truth" about child development: The

yeeparation of this report has been guided by a desire to preserve a captious 'and

moderate perspective on new research and theories, in order. to minimize the dangers'

of premature application of incompletely, tested psyChological conclusions. For this

reoson, appealing and possibly effective procedures for dealing.with 'children which

2:4

wee not based on reliable findings of experimental'psychological researchhave not

-



Substantial problems arise in any attempt to formulate practical estions

for professionals in one discipline based on research findings from another disci -

Throughout this report, recommendations for teachers have been derived froll
<

logical extensions, of experimental findings and classroom adaptations of experi-

mental procedures.
4

Some of the proposed procedures may prove unworkable in the classroom, even
o % 44,

though they make sense from a psyChelogical perspective. When evaluating potential'

applications of psychological findings an important point to remember is that psy-

chologicil research is usually designed to derive probability statements about the .

behavior of groups of people. If_a certain procedure is, on the average, more effoe

tive than another, it may be recommended here. It is quite possible, however, that

-individual children or teachers will work better with a procedure thht is, off the

, 0

average, less effective. Teachers must ultimately be the judges of what works best

for them and their students.

HOpefully, this report will.,serve to stimulate teachers' thinking about what is

happening in their classrpoms, and'Offef some insights into why some teaching strate-
.

,
o c

,

. 4

zie; seem to failAnd others are consistently successful..
1 . t

.

Three types of information are presented in this report. the bulk of the report
. .

.

g .
.

is devoted to narrative discussions of psychological research on aggression, coopera-

tive behavior, moral development, motivation to perform in school, and the dynamics

of peer interaction. In these sections, research findings are presented amt

exp;ained, and specific examples are provided to illustrate how,the psychological

fihdings can. be applied to the classroom.

A digest of recommendations precedes each narrative section. The iligests...n.re

prtTared in a chart format. They summarize practical suggestions togethei with shoat

rati.onales derivcd .from psychological findings and provide_ bibliographic reference

fpv additional,readitg. The d &gests serve as a brief introductory guide to tepiCS

`0 0 0 ?
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explained, in maize detaii.in.the.narrativesettions. Their meaning may be more fully
., . ...

understood in4the context of the narrative,distussjon. The reader' may wish to review

the digests againafter completing -the narrative sections.

The extensive reference sections .concluding each chapter, document sources of

information and offer the reader a guide for further study. Citations in the narrae

tive are keyed to the related'references by number. Since the report covers psy-

,chologital4 rather than'educational research, the. .sodrces reviewed have been pri-

marily the professional experimental journals in developmental psychology.

-TeaChers interested inPursuing further questions concerning the dynamics of
,A

'W
children's social development may find the following sourcesNictilarly interest-

ing: 3.0

Hartup, W. W. The Young Child: Reviews of Research, Volume 2. Washington, D.C.:

National'Usociation for the Education of Young Childien, 1972.
a.

, and Smothergill, N. L. The Young Child: -Reviews oOesearch, Volume 1,

,

Washington, D.C.: National Association for. the Education of Young Children,

1967.

Krumboltz, J. D. and Krumboltz, H. B. Changing Children's Behavior. Englfrimod

Tliqmsan, C.

Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972.

is for Young Children. Unpublished manLscipt, Edna.A. all Child

Development Preschool Laboratories, Department of Human Development, The Univer-

.

sity of Kansas,'Lawrcnce, Kansas,.1972.
P 0
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chapter 2

How .Children Change,and Learn

0

Teaihers haye the important job of creating a to tal learning,envircument for

0

ung children. Children spend a great deal of timeat school, and during that time

they are continually learning, whetherwhat is learned is planned by the teacher or

!:ot. School can, provide not only.'an opportunity for intellectual instruction, but

also a supportive spaCe in which children ean_develop, practice, and perfect both

t.',o0Anitive.and social. skills. An awareness of the learning principlet deucribed by

t-.--
P _ 4

lmchologitts can help teachers' produce an effective,environmOnt for learning. The,

4.A:
! 1?

followingdiscussion of the ways children learn prOVides a general framework for
a.,

undeAtanding-the balance of the report. The principles outlined' here are applteC,
\ .

in detail to specifietypes of social behaviof in the following chapters of the

report.

Children Interpret Events in 'the Context of Their Own Fxperience

Children are no paisive recipients of knowledge, shapdd like lumps of clay by

\
t ,-

.

powerful.,em>irouAnta forces. Chrldrenstonstantly act upon their enyironmer!t,

changing it in various, lays and gathering experience which they interpretold

grate according to their current level of understanding: The same*event can mean

radically. different things o children at different levels-of development who have

different experiential, histories.: Suppose a teacher, losing patience, shouts in a
,

loud voice, "PIN had enough! You go sit down and,be quiets" John, who hasolever

bcon shouted at.by an adult, may be deeply hurt. He may assume not only that he has

dire something to irritate, the teacher, but alto that he himself is an evil person.

'Mary, whose mother shouts at her a great deal, may just tune.ouethe.teather's loud
4

voice and go on about her business. Peter, a slightly more mature child, may under-

sand tht something he has done has uiset the teacher, who is reactiM-out of anger.,

-

t
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,Peter will neither t ak&the reprimand,as an attack on his personal worth, Tier will
. .

... t. I. . . .

he ignore it. Rather, he will be tblelo evaluate the episode in a broader 'context

of'interpersonalrelationships.

Experiences which stretch childrei!s.comprehension without greatly exceediig

their, level of sophis tication are effective learning` situations, in part because

. "
- such events are most likely,to engage a child's attention. Children become inter,.

ested because of the nature athe task and its relationship totheir own developl-

mental -level. Events whiCh are completely familiar and well understood are likely -

to-bejgnored. 'Events which are so unusual as: to be incomprehensible are likely to

" . 9
: \ * .,

.

loractively avoided or misinterpreted. Children entering preschool for the f#st
.0 1

. ... \1

iiii$ for example, may ignore the. building blocks and go directly to the more fam-

- °
,

0 .
n

ifiar crayons. .Only by observing other chpdrenlilaying with blocks will they begin
e

,\

to upderstand how 'blocks, can be related to their own play interests (3, 5, 6; 8). \

.* -

.? ,\" ;

0_
Children, Learn by. Observing Others

20ne,of the,bestways-tp "learn .how people behave is_ to watch -them. Young chil-

\

.drenare.airid people-watchers. From their observatiOnsthey learn how to perform new'

.

4vhaviors and they 'develop expectations concerning the consequences of their actions

Whether or'ot children, will actually performbehaviors. they halre learned by watching .

other people depends on many factors; including the personal charaCteristics.of Zhu

model, what happens as a result of the model's actions, whether the child's own
i

situation is perceived to be similar-to the model's, and whetbe* theactivity is
!..

within the child's present range of ability. Teachers can be particularly effectivz

modelssince, in general, children are most likely to imitate people they know and

-10.ce apd people who are powerful controllers of desired resources. Peers are also

afifectiveirmdels, since children often imitate people they consider to be like them-
'

Sefmes (1, 2: 4)
0

.
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Filidrelillgarn from the Consequences of Their Behavior
. .

---, e. -

'Children's behavior.alwiys results in a consequence from the environment,

.

whetheeor not a teacher has planned for the consequence to occur. The way each

.
.

0

child interprets these consequences. will have a strong influence on whetherthe

, ,

child will engage in similar"behaviors.in,the future.
, 4

.

,..

.
Psychologists ''have clasgified.consed4ces of behavior according to their
, w . .,

.

.

effect on subsequent,hehavior. Consequences which tend to cause behaviors to ' -

reoccur are called positive reinforcements; consequences which tend to suppress kibi

foCcUrienCeof bchavior are referred to as punishments. Teachers' Often assume that.
...

.. ,
. . . .

. .

.

. .
,

-...

any pleasantevent is a positiVe reinforeement, and that any unpleasant event is a

. - ....--

punishment.*
,

When psychologists use these terni; however, tney refer to the effect
.

...
. ..

\ _ -..- .

of the consequence on behdill'Orft, and-not to an evaluation ofthe event aspleasant'or
. ,

. -.!. .

--.

-,

,
,

.unpleasant'in itself. In fact,.a single event may
,

have distinctly different effects
*-.

.

\ on.different.chiidren in different

.

situatIons. Patting.a child on the back, for
0.

ci- " . r
example, may encourage some children to continue their activity, while it may cause

other Ch-ldren to stop what theyare,doiiii. .The only way teachers can be sure of
4

J .sn
. ..

. ,

. thv effect of any consequence is to observe the gfiild's loaction4o,,it. %as

-Consequences affect behaiior in two distinct ways.---One function of conse- d-

gnenoes is.to tell children whether not they are doing the right thing. Infprma-:

,tion feedback is critical to almost afl leita ing. Feedback i most effective when

it immediately follows a child's attempt. *Children quickly forget what they 'haw-

done, and need to know whether an action is right or wrong ,before they have for-' to

, . .
.,,

. . ,.-.
gotten what that action was.

: The second function. of.con§equences is to provide motivation to perfOrm-or-to

I *I.. .

avoid performing an- action. In many instances a single event 'provides both fadbadk

or the correctness ofan action, and a pleasant or unpleasant consequencerwhich

A
influences the childts desire to repeat that action in the future.. A tear.her'.1.

. -
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"that's right" not only gives necessary information about the child's perforelance,

'but also "nay make the child feel good for having earned the teacher's approval. Of

course, the effect of any event on a child's behavior depends on the child's awn

interpretation of event. A child who dislikes a particular.teacher may try to

avoid doing 'things which earn that teacher's approval.

The reinforcements which affect a chilu's behavior.fall,into three general cate-
,

g5ries;-'intrinsiC, social, and material.---Mariy activities are- pleasurable in them= .4,

selves, and thus provide'intrinsic reinforceMent. Reading a good"boOk or solving .a
.

puzzle provide their own rewards. Certain psychologists, elaborating on the ideas/ \

of Jean Piaget, place greatempflasis On\he child's inborn des ire to learn and

ence mew:things., to solve (problems and mater skins for the pure pleasure of prid=

tieing, mastering, and conquering a problem. The motivating power of the fun inher-

ent in the 'process of doing something is often supplemented by built-in feedback on

successful completidn,,of a task. Putting together a puzzle'is an interesting

activiy in, itself.

t
.There is an extraltick, however, when each piece successfull;'

settles in place anc(a great feeling of satisfaction when'the whole is assembled'

(3, 5, 8; IP). : 0

In addition to reinforcement emanating from various activities, the social ,

s.
-

environment is constantly 'delivering reinforcement to children. In a classroom,

.

attrition from teachers and peers has a powerful effect on children' activities.

i't fact adult,T,
.

and other children often unwittingly attend to' (and thus
.

r.nforce) behaviors that are disruptive and undesirable. Even a negitive reaction
,

0.
1:rem a.teacher constitutes a form of attention which may increase the likelihood

, ,.

.
._

that an uridesirable-behavior will reoccur. Teachers can take advantage.of the young
;.

.
,

-child's susceptibility to social reinforcement';by attending to all efforts children

make in the right direction, and ignoring their less desirable actions whenever pos-

f

sible.
6

: 4)
%, J.
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Some children, however, may be relatiyely indifferent to the teacher's attention

-
and approval. Under these circumstances, ;tangible material -rewards or tokens which

can be accumulated to earn rewards and special privileges can Provide powerful

alternatives to intrinsic or social reinforcement.
9

0. A

One problem with providing'rewaids not usually found in the classroom situation

is that children\very quickly become,aWare of the rules of.the game. When tho

rewards stop abruptly, behaviors Which have not become intrinsically reinforcing tend

. 1
.9 e

.

, to drop back to.their original lbw level of occurrence. This effect an be Minimiied

,

-
.

by spacing out rewards: efore eliminating them completely. When rewards fora par-
.. .....

, \ -
. .

i

tic avioz.are gr dually decreased, children will enga in' that activity" or

- 1 = :

longer and longer 4 ds of time, "th.no external reward. Intensive social or mate-

, / -'

rial reinforcement is best rese0ed for occasions when a child needs hc.lp learning-a

skill to the point where pract cing it becomes fun, or increasing a social behavior

.

(such as playing cooperatively with other children), so that natural reinforcers in .

-the ,situation can take over:

sing, earning.Princ5
\

les.in the Classroom \
J \

These learning principles are discussedin.more detail in later\sectiOns of the

report. However, teadhers may find the following pointers useful in considering how
+Zs

to structure the environment in,their classrooms most effectively.(7, 9).

To help children learn a rew behavior, .or increase the frequency of_a useful behavior

tboycio not often engage in:
q4S

1. Observe carefully to determine what events are reinforcing for each par-

ticular child. hat activities, toys, and forms of -attention_does the

enjoy most? Who is the child's favorite teacher? Who is the

child's-favorite friend?

I

a
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?. Arrange for immediate reinforcement to follow-ea successful performance

of the desired behaVior. For example, Lae; wh6 habitually throws her coat

on thfloor, is learning to hang it up. Each time Lee hangs up her coat,

a teacher might comment, "Good for you, you remembered to hang up your

coat. Now you can play with the,play dough." It may take several days

until Lee has learned to hang up her coat "ilitOMaticallY, and many rein-

forcements may be- necessary.

3. Provilie verbal cues, or suggestions, to help the child identify situations

where fle'new behavior is appropriate and to serve as a reminder.

A-teacher might saY,,"Lee, you almost forgot to hang up your coat;" or,

"As soon as you hang up-your coat, you can play with the play dough."

4. Arrange for the child to see favorite individuals performing.the desired

behavior.. Lee can.be present while teachers hang up. their coats. Teachers

can comment on other children's behavior, saying "Pam and Mike are hanging

up their coats."

S. Reinforce the chilfor increasingly successful steps in-the right direc,

tiOn% Avoid expecting the child to perform an entire action sequence cor-

rectly the first time before receiving a reward. If Lee is a very young

child, hanging up her coat may be a difficult procedure. In teaching her

this skill, teachers might first reinforce her for getting the coat in her

locker, then for,getting some portion of the coat on a hook, and finally

for actually' hanging the'coat on the hook'neatly.

6. When the child has mastered the new skill and is performing it at appro-.

priate times, gradually decrease the reinforcement. When tee has consis-

tently remembered to hang her coat up neatly without reminders, teachers

can reduce their specific reinforcement to every other day, then once a

meek. Eventually no specific reinforcement may be needed

14
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Teachers might occasionally make general statements such as, "I'm glad

you are remembering to hang up your coats. certainly makes the room

look neater." ,

4

To help children stop -performing maladapti ve behaviors:

1. Restructure the situation so that the child receives no positive reinEorce-
,

ment for performing the activity. In some cases, the behavior.in question

will increase in rate before it decreases, so be sure to give the proce-

dure enough time to take effect. -Remember that reinforcement delivered

intermittently strengthens.the behavior and makes it more difficult to

get rid of. For example, at snack.time Johns consistently jumps up from

his seat, shouts, "Me first!" and grabs his snack. The teacher can ignore

...-

John, passing the snack-only to children who are quietly sitting in their

places. The teacher might comment, "Bob is sittingso quietly that I:\

think I will give him his snack first." John gets no snac% as long as he.

is jumping and shouting.

2. _Arrange for reinforcements to follow behaviors...which are incompatible

with the undesirable behavior. The teacher can comment,'"Mben you are,;

some snack." Assoon as John stopssitting quietly, John, you may have

shouting and sits down, the teacher

vior by immediately passing him the snack while praising him for sitting,

quietly..

3. Arrange for mild but effective unpleasant consequencesto follow particu-

. larly negative behaviors. Such consequences should.follow naturally from

the situation wherever possible. If John, for example, begins to jump

can take advantage of this good !Sella,

and shout once he has his snack, the teacher can remove the snack.



4. Actively ignore a child who is misbehaving while simultaneously attending

to,a child who is behaving appropriately. Such active ignoring is espe-

cially effective if the observant teac er immediately fbcuses attention
iy -

on the ignored child as soon. as he o sh= stops-misbehaving. °When snack

is finished, John may continue to jump. shout while the teacheris

trying to explain ,something to the group The itagh-e-f-iak,ihvolve the

group in an interesting conversation or activity, pointedly ignoring

John until the noMeht he quiets down,
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Chhter 3

Aggression

Digest-of Retommendations

8ugge.ted-Teaching Techniques

To minimiie aggression in the

classroom

1. Pravidetfficient space

so that children. are not
. \ -

'overcrowded.

{

0,.,,Provide-AsuffiCient mate-.

;

rS.als so that children

can keep busy with at com-

e
4

-01
petin for reso

3. I3liminat

Rationale

Sufficient-space mayeiiminate

accidental pu:shing.and shoving

that can lead to retaliatory

'aggression. Young children do

not distingnish between acci-

dental and purposeful attacks.

Children involved in construc-

tive activities may be less

likely to behave aggressively.

-17,

Sglected References

Bandura, 1973;:

Shanti and

Voydanoff,'197&

,\'

:Davitz, 1952

toys which sug-
,

g aggressive theies for

pluy,'such as gunsktoy

soldiers, and batman or

hatgirl costumes.

Toys associated.with,aggression

may elicit, aggressive behavior.

Children who play games with

aggressive themes also tend ta

engage iirmore non-thematic

aggression.

Bandura, 1973;

Berkowitzx 1072;

eshbach, 1956
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Suggested Teaching Techniques Rationale

- %
4. Co not allow an aggressor Children rewarded for aggreir Bandura, 1973;

to bpefit-from aggres7 sionlearn-that aggression pays- Patterson, Littman,
. i.

off. Other children in the and Bricker, 1967; .
't..

. . -

group will be more likely to ''Feihbach and Feshbach,
,

. .

'imitate'the aggrassive child if-:1972
_ .

-18-

Selected References

sive acts.

that child's aggression-is

rewarded.

,

5. Step between aggressor ----,This-ction prevents the

and'viCtim, ignoring

aggressor while attend-

ing to 'Victim.

aggilfsk, from obtaining

'eiter the rewatd of victim
0

submission orthe .eward of

teachareattentionchAldreri

are likely to imitate the tea-

cher's demonstration of con-

Bandura and WalterS,

1963; finkson,, Reese,

LeBlenci and Baer,
?

1973; Scott, 'Burton-

and Yarrow, 1967

Suggest to the victim,

ways of dealing with the

r ggreisor, for example,

tell the victim to say to
.

the aggressor, "No hit-

ting".or I'm playing with

this now."

t

cern for s:Tloonain need.

Victim can\ practice and model

assertive but nonageressive

--behior. A victim who does

not subthit is less likely to

be. attacked in the future.

.

0 1 9

Patterson, Littman

and Bricker, 1967;

Slaby, 1974
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Suggested Teiching Techniques Rationale

7. Intervene-in a potentially

aggressive situation before

aggression occurs, encour-

aging children to use non-

aggressive verbal methods

to sOlVe, conflicts. Pro-'

vide verbal alternatives

for'dhildien whocannot

"think of them on'their own,

-
him, 'I'm play-

.ingwith-thi&now;" or,'

"You can ask him to-trade

-19-

Selected References

Children who have alternatiVe

responses readily available

Slaby, 1974;

Spivack and Shure,

are less likely to resort to 1974.

aggression to get what they

want, A,-child. who asks for an

object is more likely to

receive cooperation;.a child whp.

grabs the object is, more, likely

to 'elicit reteliatOrfaggres-

sion. Teacher reinforcement can

increase children's use of non-
.

aggressive solutions to int.,r-

with you." _Praise the,chil- personal problems.

drew's, use of-verbal alter--

natives, the-peer coopera-

tioii that may follow, or

.tile%acceptance,of "no" for

an answer.

8. *1 a reasoned,'coopera-

tivo, nonaggressive

approach to social con-

;

dire

Children imitate behavior of

they like and people

who ore powerful. They often'

adept teachers' b4havIors.

0 0 0 2 0

Bandura and WalterS.

1963; Scot, Burtan

and Yarrpw,1.9g



Suggested Teaching Techniqqes,,
. C

Rationale Selected References

9. Discuss and demonstrate Lectures following an aggress Bandura, 1973; .

aiternative problem-

alvingethods at times

VJiien .aggression is not
.

`.occurring.

10. exaSistently!attend to

O

sive incident may.serve as

rewarding attention to_the

aggressOr. Children aware of

alternative behaviors can choose

a nonaggressive solution.

Chitte den, 1942;

SpiVabk and Shure,

1974

4 '

'Cooperation may be incompatible ' Altman, 1971; Brown

tod'reinforce all cooperar with aggression. 'children con-,

tive-behavior... sistently reinforced for,ceopera-
,

tive behavior are likely to.4-
:

increase cooperative

. action;.while simultaneously

11. Attend to cooperative

'verbal statements.

decreasing aggressive behavior.

Attention to cooperative- verbal

statements is likely to increase

.

actual cooperative behavior,

while decreasing aggression.

and Elljot, 1965;

Goodlet, Goodidt,

and Dredge, 1970;
_ .

'Harris, Wolf, and

Baer, 1967; Risley

and Baer, 1973; .

Slaby and Crowley,

975

parke, Ewall, and

Slaby, 1972; Slaby,

1975; Slaby and

Crowley, 1975

O
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fAtIgested Teaching Techniques' Rationale Selected References

12. Mold physical punishment Use of physical punishment pro- Bandura 1973;

. vides a. model of aggression and_ 'Berkowitz, 1973for 'aggression.

` v

legitimizes the use,of force..

.Children observing such tech-

niques are likely to use them

for resoli;ing their own,ccin-
;7-

flicts.

,

13. DO-not encourage children, Children encouraged to be Bandura, 1973;

to redirect aggregsive aggressive toward inanimate Berkowitz; 1973;..

behaviof oward inanimate objects are lik-ely to be Mallick and

objects. aggressive toward Other _ McCandless, 1966;

people. yalters and Brom-C,

1963
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it is Aggressive Behavior?

"Betty, and Michael are, fighting again,.but what can you expect from such

aggressive children." Attributing children's 4gressive behavior to the fact that

they are "aggressive " -is a particularly destructive -form of circular reasoning.
. ,

Children learn to perform aggressive behaviors. such as kicking, hitting, and biting,
.

.

and they learn to identify situations where these behaviors will have rewarding
. .;_. . . .

results. An important first step in .dealing with children's aggresSion is to specify
- .. 0. -, , #

. . , ,

e::aCtly%What Children do to evoke the label "aggressive.!:

-24,/-

Most people agree. that aggressive behavior/involves actions which may-result in-..
k x

4 1.

physicat
d

or psychOlogical injury to another individual. This definition of aggreSt

.,. .

sion does not include assertive behavior, such as standing up for one's rightS in a

7

nonhostile way. Aggressive acts include physical behaviors-Such as hitting, pushing,

and kicking; verbal acts such as shouting insults, making threats and calling names;

-and deStruction of another's:property.

Many cases are not clear -cut.- Whether or not an act is labeled aggressive

involves a social judgment made by the observer, Who is influenced by society's norms

andby his or her private belief system. One observer watching two boys wrestling,

for exl*ple, might conclude that they were just "fooling around," while another might

decide they were Showing unwarranted aggression (S).

Aggressive behavior usually involves expenditure of a great deal of energy.

Action's which are considered innocuous 'in a mild fOrm may, be labeled aggressive when.

rev:ormed with iiore force, even though-the form of the action did 'not change. A
,

-gcntle_Patscan turn into a.hit, an affectionatefectionate hug can become a tackle, depending

on the vigor of the activity. Children who often bedome excited or children who are-

generall,g charaCterized by a high level of activity are often labeled aggressive

because of the intensity of their behavior (33).
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In deciding whether or not to consider a particular behavior an act of aggres-

s-thn, observers often attempt to take into account the intent behind the act. Acci-

dentally tripping and falling against someone is'not usually considered aggressive,,

W4ile a deliberate push is. Trying. o uncover the."real" intentions underlying a

giveract'can be quite difficult, however. .0

5-

Suppose Shirley pushes Pat off a tricycle. Did Shirley really mean to hurt Pat,'

--or,slyd-she just want the tricycle? In cases like thiia debate about the "real"

mo:Avation may be superfluous. Whatas important is.the,behavior which has injOred

Pat. in-an attempt to minimize judgments of intent and their inherent ambiguities
I .

psychologists investigating aigresSiOn have usually focused on the overt form or

b6aiiors-which cadotentially injure another person..

In determining ways of dealing with-childrenssaggressien, it is Important to

..ploca.aggression in its proper context as ,one of several typ..,s of social interaction.

Api,-ossion is both a means:of schving'interpersenal conflict*and a powerful way of

getting a reaction from the social environment. If children can develop a repertoire

oz social skills that provida them with many. .alternative methods for resolving con-
-

Eliets and producing interesting reactions from the environment, they are les; fikel)

to resOrtto aggressive behaviors (2l;. -46)..

.,

The following sections of this chapter will discuss the ways children learn how
..

.

and when to behave aggres'5ively, the kinds of situations which are likely to provoke

.
.

al12:essive responses, and methods teachers can use to minimize aggression in their

classroom.

How Do Children Learn Aggressive Behavior?

Aggressive behavior is learned behavior. Children are continually learning new

o

and inerevedmays to punch:, kick, and push each other by watching other children and
:,ds.ss.

"45duirsLesnd-by tying ry:.4.: new fom'of aggression to.find-out what works best.
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Children also learn that in many cases the useof aggresiion pays off. If the cowboy

en television Kits the bad guy hard enough, the.bed guy won't bothei him any more.

Id-school, the children who pnl.Wand hit the hardest usually get their own ways

Children learn aggression by observing. -- -Every day Childieritare prOided exam-
,

ples of the use of aggression to.solve interpersonal` problebt. Thereis a greiging
* , .

body of evidence whieh.indicates that such examples are taken t9 heart (5). Every .

parent who uses physical punishment it demonstrating the use-of physical iferessic4--

end is, in fact, likely to have children,who.behave aggressively. Parents spank;,.

.their children. for aggressive behavior may produce children who are nonaggressive

/Around their parents,
;

interacting with thel

. ,

aggressive acts, but also when to.performthem.

- Television programs, from Saturday morning cartoons to the evening news, provide ;
, .A

i

but such children are likely to use aggression themselves when4 .
. ..

. 4
.

.

r peers (5, 10, 11, 39). Children not only learn hOw.to per/0m

.

children with. an extensive ehow-to--do-it course in aggression.. Several studies
- ,

demonstrated that after watching aggressive acts performed on film or tolevisicn-
,

children tend to view aggression as a successful form of social interaction and tb

4..

.

hthaiie moreaggressively with their. peers. Children will imitate specific aggrestive

actions that they have never performed before, such as hitting with a hammer held

. I

high over the head. The models who elicit this imitation may be adults, children,

,or even cartoon models attackingeithr inanimate objects or other people. TherelL
. ,

. .

no evidence supportihg the commonly held view that watching aggression enables chi'-
. .

d-mn to release "pent-up hostility" which otherwise might result in aggressivebehat

vier. On the contrary, viewing aggressiVe incidents increases children's knowledge

of how to perform aggressive acts. and reduces their inhibitibns against behaving

aggressively themselves (5, 7, S, 9, 11, 13, 23, 25, 26, 27).

Some people feel that aggret:ion ca television will ha-.'e no aggression -eliciting

effeets if the aggro-ssor gets !ris "just deserii" in the end. One problem :with this. ;

0 0 0 2 5

_=
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view is that very young children often do not understand the connection'between
e S ,. . '....... .

e7ents in in'a television program which are separated by a complicated story .line and
r,

,..

several coMmercials. The_fact that the villain goqs-to jail at theend of a half
,

hour, chase may be considered :a completely separate event from the gory murder success

fullI committed at the beginning of the program (15)._ Children who understand that

an aggressiye model has been,punish;c1 may not immediately imitate the model's beha-
. ,

.,,. vier. If specifically offered a reward for showing what the model did, however, chil

.dren .can often correctly demonstrate the model's aggressive actions. Even`when an .

- \ .
. . ..:'.... . . ...

.,. : aggressor.is punished, then, children can still(learn new .forms of aggressive beha-
v V\ 4 A

.Viqt simgly by obserVing them. Whether or not they will adopt these new forms of

aggression depends on what they expect to happen as a result of their own aggression

in any given situation (2).

Exposure to aggressive, incidents also tendt to increase aChildes tolerance foi

auression in others. In one study (18), third, and fourth graders.saw a iiiev:e and

.tam watched a videotape of two younger children whoWthey believed to be playing in

an empty room. The children were instructed to, helpseek adult e p it the younger chil-
. - ,

. ... ,
.

.

.

._....--- ..

-:-:,,,, r.rcii gOtjnto trouble. Those 1!babysitters's who, had previously seen_4violent cowboy
,.

film tolOated higher levels of aggression in their Charges'before seeking help than

4

children '-'.a had seeni neutral film.

Children learn aggression through practice and reward.--7Children are often'

rewarded- for their own aggressive behaviors. Aggression usually provokes a substan-

trial reaction from the

other children to cry,
0

to fly through the air

environment. With a single aggressive act a child can cause

shout, and run; adults to move quickly and talk loudly; cbjects

and crash with a satisfying thud. Even if a child reccivesino
o

Tratdrial benefit from an agglssive act, causing such apronounced disturbance can

be reinforcing in itself.

f:
JZ1

a. .

Air
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Ih am extensive observational study of Preschool children's free play (33),

.80 percent of children's aggressive behaviors were-directWriWarded-insome-way.

Victims gave up objects to their attackers, cried,or ran off and left the territory

.to the aggressor. When an aggressive act was successful, the,aggressor was more

likely to attack the same victim in the same way again. any children started the

year at school:with low frequencies of aggressive behavior. A: they observed the

aggressive activities of other children, and frequently became victims themselves,

they bagan.to adopipAgfensiVe aggression strategies. If their defensive aggfession

was successful in warding off attackers, these children began to initiate aggressive

attacks. The incidence of aggressive'behavior_among these children increased drama-

. ticilly over the, course of .the year. The combination of observing peer aggressionpeer
, ..._

.
-

.

.

ani being rewarded for their own aggressive activities had taught the\m how and when

0. -

'to
t

be aggressive. Initially nonaggressive children who were unsuccesSful in their
\.

attqmpts at aggression- did not increase their aggressive behavior. They learned...,

. ::...

that, for .them, aggression did mot-
\

pay off. , , . -'
;

. i.,

Contrary to popular beliefs, children encouraged to behave aggressiVoward

\

ip4nimate objects are likely.to.try, out the aggressive skills leaihed in these situ.
\

tions'on their peers. In one study, 7-year-olds boys who received rewards ibr nund-

ing a rubber_clown were more aggressive toward peers both in a'competitive gaffi

( ,
,

0. 4"
in a free play situation (47). In another study, 5- and 6-yeah -old boys who.we -

.- .

rewarded forgpressing-alevel'vigorously were more aggressive toward peers than boys
\

rewarded for pre§sing the lever gently (48). Rewarding aggression even ;in the innoio.

.

ous context of.doll.play'gives children an opportunity to perfect aggressive skill

wIljch.mAy,eventuafly be used against peers:

.

' What Conditions fed Elicit Aggressive Behavior?
6

Even,thou-h chile.ron may havem'stered a variety of aggressive behaviorS,

orApt.they perfor.1 aggressive dct, is determined by factors within any

ti
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particular situation. Studies comparing children's aggressive behavior in school, at .

home, and in the-laboratoryhave found that the sane 'children ate likely to show

extremely different amounts. of aggressive behavior in different situations (20, 32,

40). A. child wheiterrorizes friends in the backyard at home may not use aggressive

.behaviors at school.

Past experience determines how children will respond to emotionally arousing

incidents.---Some psychologists have maintained that all aggression is caused by frus-

tration. A frustrating experience, such as being prevented from reaching a goal, may

indeed provoke ih emOtional reaction, which may in turn energize ,a high-intensity

response. Since aggressive acts do involve a great deal of energy, they may be more

likely to occur following frustration than relatively passive activities. Research

has indicated, however, that past experience influences exactly how children will

d.irect the emotional energy aroused.by. frustration (14, 17, 20).
sv

The classic study of the effects of,experience on responses to frustration

involved 7- to 9-year-old children attending a summer camp (17). Half of the children

spcpt seven sessions playing aggressive games. In one such game the individual cover

inn= a spot on the floor when the buzzer sounded was the winner. All types of aggres-
,

siva behavior wort praised and encouraged. The remaining children spent their ses-

s'.ons engaging in constructive, cooperative activities such as drawing murals and

comnleting jig saw puzzles together. Following these sessions all of the children

were given candy bars and shown the beginning of a movie. In the middle of the movie

the experimenter stepped in, took away the candy, and moved the children to another

room where they were allowed to play freely with a standard set of toys. Although

an children had e::perienced the same frustrating event, their reactions to this frns-

tc9rion differed radically. Children who had played aggressive games behaved more

eg,'ressively following frustration; children who had engagod in cooperative artivitieS

L- hr,vcd m^re construk.tively. F/Lst7ation per se dces not automatically elicit Lggres-

s4or.

0 0, 0 2, 8
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"Mildrcn use aggression to rotaliate.---Accidental or purposeful -ysical attacks

can provoke aggressive responses from the victims (20). Preschool children Who are

frequentviet4s tend to increase their level of aggressive behavior (33).

Young children find, it difficult to take into account the intentions of another

..nravidual; and they may respond aggressively even to an accidental shove. It is

.

important that children in group settings have enough space to carry on their activi-

ties without the accidental phyiical conflicts which may provoke aggressive retalia
-

::ion. In one study, 7-, 9-, and 12-year old boys were asked how they wouldrespond

to an aggressor in a variety of story situations. The 7-year-olds chose to retaliate

with aggression, hether the attack in the story was intentional or accidental, while

the 9- and 12-year-olds responded less aggressively to an accidental attack than to

an intentional one (41)..

Emphasizing the unintentional nature of an attack may help children Tefrain from

7etaliating in kind. In one study, thild graders prevented from winning a prize by

the clumsy behavior of another child were given a chance to either help or hurt that

child in performing a Similar task. When the experimenter explained that the frus-

tracer's actions were accidental, children were less inclined to choose a response

which would hurt the frustrate/. (30).

The setting can provoke aggression.--Even in the absence of direct provocation,

elemlnts in the immediate envircnnent which have beih associated with aggression in
'

the past may induce children to behave more aggresSively. Objects which encourage

play pith aggressive themes, for example, may also increase the level of aggression

in-general. In one study (19) groups of 5- to 8-year-old children participated' in

piny sessions. Some o the sessions included stories, records, and toys revolving

arouad aggressive themes such as cowboys and Irdions, soldiers, and pirates, while

otheTs revolved around neutral themes such as trains, circuses, farms-and stores.

Child..em playing,w!.tb Lgf;rns.ive toys engaged in more inappropriate aggression

0 0 4 2 9
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unrelated to the theme of the play than children playing with neutraLtoys.

Aggressive toys can elicit aggressive behavior.

-29-

Children are more likely to be aggressive in settings where they have been
t-

-rewarded for aggression in the past. The sight of a previous victim, far example,

may in itselfbe, a .sufficient stimulus for attack. Victims who have cried, given

up an object, or withdrawn in the past are more likely to be attacked again (33).

Noninterference by an observing adult seems to be interpieted by young children

as approval for aggressiiie acts (11). In one studY-(42), pairs of preschool boys

played together during two successive sessions. When an adult passivay-sat'and

watched the boys play in the first session, the boys behaved more aggressively in

tht second session. Boys who played by themselves in the first session played less

-

aggressively in the second session. The adult's passive attention apparently served

to encourage aggression.

Aggressive words can provoke physical aggression. Several studies have demon-

strdted that children rewarded with adult attention and praise for making aggressive
.

statements notonly make more aggressive statements but also tend to engage in more

Lysical aggression (28, 29, 31, 44, 45).

Ecw Can Teachers Minimize Children's Aggressive Behavior?

I

Many diffe ent methods for dealing with aggression have been advocated by chi]d'

(kwelopment specialists. Research evidence clearly indicates that some of these

methods have a good probability of success, while others may either fail to afTect

aggression at all, or may actually increase its occurrence.

1

One populal idea ,which has not been supported by the evidence is that there i5

an "aggressive drive" which wells up inside an individual and must be released peri-

odically. This emotional reiease has been called catharsis. Advocates of this phil-
.

cnop!-, maixtain that cleildrm should be allowLd to "express their hostility" and

(i0t130



"drain their

stories, and
t

They believe

-30.

a

aggressive drive" by watching aggessiye films, reading aggressive

engaging in "harmless" types of aggressive activity (11).

that a child who hits other children should be encouraged to hit a pillow

or doll instead; a child who kicks other children should be encouragid k=ck a tree

or table instead. Kicking a tree suppoiedly helps a child get rid of the bad feel-

ings inside, reducing his or her "need" to .kick another person.

In fact, there has been virtually no support for this approach. On the contrary

many carefully controlled research studies in both laboratory and field situations.,

indicate that encouraging any form of aggression actually increases the likelihood

that more aggression will occur. While an aggressive kick against a tree may be sat-

isfying to an angry child, the very satisfactidn gained by kicking serves as a reward

for an aggressive behavior which is likely to be directed. toward an individual in the

near future (5, 11; 20, 21, 30). Children who play 'aggressive games and use aggres-,

sive toys behave more aggressively towards other children 117, 19, 30). Children

encouraged to use aggressive words engage in more physical aggresiion (31, 44, 4S).

Children-who observe aggressive incidents or listen to stories that portray aggres-

sion behave more aggressively. themselves (6, 7, 19, 23, 25, 26, 27).

The-principles teachers can follow to reduce aggression in their classrooms

include (1) structuring the situation to minimize conflict, (2) ensuring that the

agRressive activity that does occur is not rewardezteither by adult attention or by

the vidtim's submissive response, and (3) teaching alternative methods of social

interaction through modeling, reasoning, discussion and direct suggestions for

socially acceptable solutiaas to conflicts.

Teachers can ctructore nonaggressive environments.---Children need sufficient

space to carry on their 4cti7ities without gettinglin each other's way. If too many

children begin congregating in a small area, the teacher miglit redirect some of them

to 'an altarnitie activity. Pzyi,ting wple space helps eliminate the accidental

rnsi-ing atl shovin that Can lead to rot:lia-zorY Lggression.

0 0.6y 3 1
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;Teachers can provide sufficient materials so that children will-have sore'

constructive, interesting activity easily available and will not need to compete fer'

desired resources. Teachers can eliminate toys which will be used in play with

aggretsive themes, such as guns and toy soldiers. Such toys are likely to elicit

ronthematic aggression (19).

Teachers can remove the 'rewards that children receive for aggressive acts.---

Many events can serve as rewards for aggression. The most obvious are actual objects

such as a toy snatched from another child. If the victim cries or runs away, this

submissive behavior can serve'as a reward. Any forM of adult attention can also act

as a reward. It has been Amply demonstrated, hat.the-teacher's attention in the

classroom is a powerful force for controlling children's behavior. Rebuking or leo-

tuting a child for an aggressive ;lot may increase the likelihood that the same act

will occur again (5, 36).

Should the teacher simply ignore all aggressive interactions in the classroom?

There are two problems with this simplistic approach. In the first place, non-

intervention by an adult can be interpreted as approval by young children (11, 42).

In the second place, rewards for aggression are often ,provided by the victim (33).

Teachers can intervene without attending to the aggressor. One technique which

his proved successful is to step between the children involved in the incident, igora

ing the aggressor but paying attention to the victim. Attention to the victim might

involve comforting an injured child, finding the victim something to play with, or

s.,:ggesting to the victim ways of dealing with the aggressor in an assertive way. For

example, a teacher might return a stolen toy, instruct the victim to "hold on tight"

to the toy and to tell the aggressor in a loud voice, "no hitting." Such a technique

takes advantage of several psychological principles simultaneously. The aggressor

receives no reward for aggression and gets no direct attentienfrom the teacher.

Other children in the group lbt:rv., that aggression is not a successful method of

00032
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.social interaction. Therefore, they .are, less likely to behave aggressively themielves
;Zi..s,

The teacher's demonstration of a sympathetic response toward someone who is hurt may

be imitated by other children. The victim learns to cope with difficult social situa-

tions, anhas the teiCher's support for practice in being assertive without respond-
.

ing aggressively (3; 35, 38, 43).

"Teachers can defuse potentially aggressive confrontations by guiding the chil-

dren in a search for an effective verbal solution to conflict or by directly suggest7

ing a verbal- alternative to an aggressive behavior. Suggestions such as ''You can ask

. ..

`askMary to move over;" "Tell Peter, 'I'm playing.with-this now,'" or "You can ask Ben to
..

-. .
`

:'';,.
. ,I, .' T..'

trade wit ,:h you,- can be effective. By children specifically What to
-s:av'

in

critical situations, the teacher creates opportunities to reinforce these verbal beha-

viors, the peer cooperation that may follow, or acceptance of "no" for an answer.
,

Children en are more likely to cooperate voluntarily with a peer who asks or something

thdn with aggressive peer (4346).

Should teachers punish aggression? Physical punishment may seem effective in

tho short run since it may immediately stop the undesirable behavior. In thv-long

run, however, physical punishment may be the 1 s t effective methed.of controlling

aggression. Any adult attention, even in the form of a rebuke, may reinforce aggres-

sive behavior, causing it to increase. An adult using force serves as a powerful

and successful model for the use of force in conflict situations and legitimizes

force as a problem - salving method. Children whose parents use coercive discipline,

for example, are more likely to bet coercive in dealing with their peers (5) . Children'

wh7Ae aggression is controlled by the use of punishment, are more likely to be aggre5-

wive when they think the adult will not see it, especially if they feel their aggres-

Oen is justified (20).

Teachers can enconrage behaviors incompatible with aggretsion.---Aggression is a

social behavior which stmds out clearly, is easily imitated, and is often successful

0 0 6 3
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is provoking a reaction from other people. Other types. of social behavior are more

.

fr:.,
..

. .

.

r

subtle, and 'perhaps more, difficult, to learn. Teachers can help children-learn a
.

variety.of social skills which will enable them to have successful interactions with

both peers and adults.'

The teacher's own behavior is a powerful influence. If the teacher demmistrates

a reasoned, cooperative approach to dealing with both children and adults, children

yJ

are-likely to profit from the example (38).

Teachers can lead children in discussions of- alternative methods of dealing lath

socialconflicts, emphasizing the undesirable c9fisequenCesOfaggreasion.. This lea-
.

soning processshould not take places immediately after an aggressive incident, since'

such adult attention may'reinforce the aggressor. Children can learn trim disdus--

sions about _social behavior which occur at neutral times:. In one, study, for example,

. , .

an adult-acted out alternative solutions to conflicts using a set of dolls (14). One

(
, .

. _

incident involved two children who both wintato play lath the same Wagon: In the k

. ; '.

aggressive.solution, the two fought, the wagon broke,.and both children were unhappy.

The alternative involved taking turns with the wagon, which satisfied both indivi-
.

duals. Preschoolers who observed these little dramas and. participated in discussion

of the various alternatives became less aggressive and more coopeiative in their play

Another group of researchers has devised a ten-week,program using stories and

puppets to encourage preschoolers to think up and evaluate their own alternative

41

solutions to various interpersonal conflicts. They reporethat the longer children

participate in the program, the fewer aggressive solutions they offer. Also; chit-

dren's behavioral adjustment as rated by teachers improves a 'result of children's

increasing ability to think through the consequences of their actions (46).

Cooperative interaction may be incompatible with aggression. If cooperation

incxeases, aggression may simultaneously decrease. In ohe nutd.4)rtchool class .6a-

,

chers were able tc reduce tha number of aggressive incidents and increase the amount

4.
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of cooperation simply by ignoring all aggression and attending to children'whenever
. N

they did something cooperative (12). Preschool teachers in another study paid atten-

tion only to verbal cooperative statements while ignoring aggressive statements and

-aggressive_physical behavior. This attention did not involve praise.' Teachers'
-

merely repeited the Children's cooperative statements, saying "(child's name), "I

heard -yep say (child's phrase)." The result ,was a dramatic increase in the number.

of verbi1 cooperative statements, an increase in the amount of actual cooperative'

behavior, and a corresponding decreaiein the level of aggressive behavior(0).

Aggression cannot be dealt-with in isolatioA. Any truly effective methodjor

handling .aggression must. include active encouragement of cooperative and construc-

tive social interactions.

Points to Remember N,

1. Children who observe other people behaving aggressively will tend to behave

aggressively themselves: Aggressive models include adults, other children, and

television or movie characters who display aggression. Adults using physical

punishment are potent models for aggression.

2. Children rewarded for aggressive behavior are likely to continue to behave

aggressively. Rewards for aggression include any form of adult attention, the

submission of victims, or the attainment of objects or privileges.

3. Children encouraged to be aggressive toward inanimate objects or to play games

with aggressive themes are more, likely toengage in aggressive interactions with

their peers.

4. The most effective methods fox controlling aggression are removing rewards for

aggressive acts, teaching and encouraging cooperative problem-solving methods,

and providing extensive opportunity for constructive behavior.

f,-.1 0 C.; 5
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Chapter 4
. .

oConstr4ctive Social Behavior: Helping, Cooperating, and Empathizing

Digest of Recomaelidations

4

Suggested Teaching Techniques, Rationile

To encourage constructive

-Social behavior in the

'classroom:

-40-

Selected References

1. Discuss the implications of -Re-dialling vii-th-an emphasis on Dlugokinski and

children's and teacher's. .consequences far-other people Firestone, 1974;

actions for other people's is associated with-the developi- Feshbah, 1973;

Hoffman, 1970;

Spivack and Shure;

feelings.

. .

2. Emphasize the similarities

among people.

'3. Suggest specific ways in

,which children can be.

cooperative and helpful,

and reinfor6 children when

they follow these sugges-

tions.

ment of a Inimanisfic concern

for others.

Children tend to show empathy

0

1974; Staub, 1971 a;,

Yarrow; Scott, and"

)Waxier, 1973.

Feshbach and Roe,

toward indiViduals Similar to 1968; Kagan and

themselves. 1, Madsen, 1971

Young children may not kow Altman, 1974 Cooper

what to do to help or stare. and LeBlanc, 1973;

Children are likely toy repeat. Poland and Adelberg

a behavior they have been rein- 1967; Hart, Reynolds,

forced for. Other 4hildren maPitaer,-Brawley, and

learn techniques-for Positive?1... Harris, 1968;

1 r "
social interaction by obserifingHartupand Coates,

children who ar# behaving coop- 1967
!

eratively. P
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Suggested Teaching Techniques

Set up situations where

children are likely to

cooperate and help eadh

other. Assign responsi-
.

bility to children..

Set up group projects;

Off;er.:kroup incentives..

Provide equipment. which.

requires use by more

than' one Child.

11,

Rationale

Children are likely to

cooperate and help each

other under these condi:.

tions. The more frequently

children voluntarily prac-

tice positive social skills,

the more likely they are to

use these skills in less

structured situations.

. 5. Attend to children who .
'Children are likely to

are' cooperating, sharing,

and helping. Attend to

children who are saying

-cooperative, helpful

things to each other.

Simultaneously ignore

negative,social inter-

actions.

use behaviors they have

been reinforced` or.

Children are likely to

imitate behaviors they

gee other children reT

inforced for. Children

given attention for co-

operative verbal inter-

action's are likely to

behave cooperatively,

00642
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Su ested Teachin Techniques Rationale Selected References

6. AvOide lecturing to

children when they are

not sharing or cooper-

ating.

7. Provide examples of

sharing, helping, and

cooperating.

Lecturing is often in

effective, and the at-

tention it provides'may

,cause uncooperative be-

havior to increase.

Children are likely to

help and shire when they

have seem someone else do

it, particularly if they

know and like the model.

Harris, Wolf, and Baer,

1967; Rosenhan, 1969 a

and b, 1972.

Bryan. and London, 1970;.

Bryan and Walbek, 1970 a
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and Brickman, 1973;
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1971; Rosenhan, 1969 a

b, 19/2; -Staub, 1971

a; Yarrow, Scott, and
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What Are the Prerequisites for.Constructive Social Behavior?

Although adults often complain about children's nonconstructive behavior, the

',..,

fact remains that 'children do show a great deal of concern for 'each other, and they

do learn to interact in constructive ways. Children do not just "naturally" become

altruistic and helpful, however. A simple act such as helping another person pick up

a fallen stack of papers i %volves a complex interaction of ideas, emotions, and be-

haviors which-must be deve oped.

To become helpful, ChOdren must first understand that other people have feelings

, r

and needs different from their own. They must understand that their own actions can

have an effect on other people. They mutt learn the skills necessary to carry out
I t

actions that have positive consequences for others. They must care enough about other

people to feel good about having helped, shared, or cooperated. If Alice falls off

her tricycle and is hurt, Peter is most likely to help her if he understands that she

is hurt, feels concerned about it himself, and knows that-helping her upwill make

both of tfiei feel better (2, 16, 29, 46, 47, 48, 55).

With an understanding of the processes involved, teachers can foster the child'i

growing understanding of the feelings and needs of others; teach some 13f the skills
......1-

necessary for positive social interaction; and set up situations in which growing

understanding and Acreasing skills are most likely to used.

How Do Children Come To Understand Other People's Feelings\

Even very young children have a surprising capacity for understanding how other

people feel. Three-year-olds, for example, can predict with g eat accuracy that

people will feel happy in pleasant situations. As they get older, children improve

in their ability to differentiate unpleasant types of emotional reactions such as fear

sadness, and anger. Older children's generally increasing ability to go beyond their

own outlook and consider situations from many different points of view enables them

to put themselves in arother's place more easily (4, 5, 6, 11, 50, 51).

e 0-ii
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Teachers can encourage children's naturally improving tendency to empathize with

others. Discussions in which, different emotions are identified and labeled can help

children understand their own feelings as well as those of other people. 111'one

training program for preschoolers teachers use stories and puppets to act out situa-

tions n which emotional changes occur for the main characters. Children are

encouraged to identify emotions in the context of the story, using observable be-

haviors as a guide. They learn, for example, that a girl becomes sad after falling

off a bike. They can tell that she is sad because they can see and hear her cry (55).

Pointing out how children's behavior mayhave positive or negative consequences

I

.

for others focuses children's attention on the special effects of their actions.

"I'll bet John_is glad that you gave him part of your snack;" might be an appropriate

comment. In addition, teachers can use their own helping behavior asia concrete

demonstration of the principle of showing concern for others. A teacher might com-

ment, for example, "Jim was unhappy because he fell off the swing and hurt himself.

But we helped him up and he feels better now." (13, 16, 17, 29, 55).

Teachers can encourage children to discuss their own feelings with one,another.
,/

Teachers can verbalize their own feelings as well. They might say, for example, "I

was glad that you helped pick up the papers:" It makes me nervous when you talk so

loudly;" "I get angry, when you leave papers lying around" (13, 55, 58, 65).

Discussing the similarities underlying the differences among people can also

facilitate children's empathic responses. Research indicates that children respond --

with greater empathy to individuals they consider to be similar to themselves. Girls,

for instance,.show more empathy toward girls, and boys show more empathy toward boys.

For a very young child,, similarity may be emphasized in an immediate and concrete way,

by saying, ibr example, "Peteren4 Mary and Ellen and Jim all enjoy playing on the

swings, just like you do." For older children, the abstract concept of "other people"

can be effectively used in discussions. The teacher, can show how children in other

00 :1 5



countries live in families, play, get upset, and have experiences

children. Children may be better able to appreciate cultural-and

ferenhs when they understand that all people share certain basic

istics (18, 30, 31).

How Do Children Learn Positive Social Skills?

Understanding. other people's feelings is one thing; acting on that understanding

is another. Suppose Andy tumbles from a play ladder, gets hurt, and begins to cry.

,Dick sees him fall, understands that he is unhappy and wants to belp.Uhat does

Dick do? If Dick is a very young child, he may be at a complete loss and either do

nothing or start to 'cry himself in frustration and sympathy. If Dick is somewhat

More mature, he may take his own mother to the hurt child, reasoning that when he him-

' self is hurt, his Own mother is the most comforting perSon. If Dick is even more

mature, he may either go himself to comfort the injured child or find an adult pre-

ferredty Andy. In this case, Dick realizes that Andy's needs are different from his

own, and has a better understanding of how to .help. If the fall was a bad one, an

older child may even ask Andy how he's feeling at a later time. He will be able to

p
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in common with all

individual dif-

human character-

think of Andy's fall outside of the immediate context. Knowing what to do in a given

situation involving other people requires both understanding the real needs of others'

and skill in knowing what to do in any-given situation (30).

Children learn stills of helping, sharing, and cooperating through adult guidance

and positive reinforcement, through interacting with other children and working out

problems on their own, and through observing adults and other children behaving in

socially constructive ways. Young children inexperienced in handling group inter-

actions must learn even the most basic skills. It may never occur to them, for ex-

ample, to take turns or divide possessions with another child. Merely exhorting

children to share does no good when they don't know what actual behaviors are involved.



in ,Sharing. One effective technique for increasing cooperative behavior is to sug-
.1

gest a specific cooperative behavior and reward the child (merely a smile will do'in

many cases) for following the suggestion. Fwo children both wantio play with a

prized gold'car, for instance. The teacher Can suggeSt that Ellen use it for S .

minutes (or when the big hand on. the clock reaches 3) and then John can use it for

5 minutes. The teacher can then reinforce their sharing by smiling or bringing

-additional toys to the children.(12, 14, 26).

The two children in the above example have learned a social technique which will

enable both of them'to use a toy without fighting over it. In addition, other

children in the group have observed peers taking turns and have seen that the teacher

rewards such behavior. Children learn what to do and what to say in these situations

by watching other. children and by watching teachers (27, 52).

Under What Conditions Will Children Use Positive Social Behaviors?

Once children have acquired both an understanding of other people's needs and

a variety of constructive social skills, they still must learn to act on empathic

understanding by using their skills. Teachers can increase the likelihoOd that

positive social behaviors will occur by the way they structure the physical and

social environment in their classrooms.

Teachers can set up, ituations to encourage constructive social behavior, - - -For

example, Tom, Emily, and Susan may be engrossed in Painting their own pictures. "Look

at what,I did," is a likely comment. In this case, the children gain experience

working together, the group as a whole participates in the reward of a. finished

product, and the teacher has an opportunity to attend to cooperative behaviori. The

structure of the situation influences the amount of cooperation which occurs.

Children tend to behave more cooperatively after participating in situations where

they' ave shared a group reward, operated with a group ("we") orientation, or

0 0 7
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received reinforcement for cedlierative.behavior (1, 12, 31, 41, 61).

-)
The more opportunities.,Children have to practice voluntarily helping, sharing,"

or cooperative behaviorsthesAore likely they are to use those behaviors in other.

situations. In several studies, it was found that when children observed a model

donating candy or money to charity and then voluntarily donated themselves, they were

likely to donate a second time when they were left alone. Children *who had been told

to donate; on the'other hand, complied while the adult was in the room, but generally

4
0

did not donatewhen-tiley,Were left-alone (46, 47,48, 49).. By participating, in

situations where helping or cooperating is obviously called for, children can prici

tice.constructive social behavior they-have initiated on their own. They then

be more likely to use these well - practiced skills in less structured situations even

without the presence of an adult.

In. addition to setting up group projects, teacherS can provide equipment which

can only be operated by more than one individual. Such items as teeter-totters and

rocking boats require that-children work, together for maximum enjoyment (12).

Teachers can offer group incentives to children for completing individual tasks,

while at the same time giving permission for children to help each other. A teacher

might say, "if everyone in the class can do *hese problems correctly, we can have an

extra 15 minutes of recess. You can work together." Following such statements, it

is important for the teacher to allow the conversation and bustling 'about that occurs

as the children help each other complete the task (33, 41).

Assigning responsibility to children also encourages them to be helpful on their

own initiative. proSs-cultural studies have found that children are generally more

helpful in cultures where they are regularly given responsible tasks such as,taking

care of younger siblings. Within our culture, it has been demonstrated that children

are more likely to investigate sounds of distress in another room if they are sped-
.

fically left in charge of the situation than if they are not specifically given such

responsibility (56, 59). '
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Teachers can reinforce prosocial behavior.--When teachers attend to specific

instances of cooperation,.sharing, and helping, chkldren are more likely to continue

engaging in positive interactions, especially if teachers simultaneously ignore

instances of negative social interaction (12,,23, 26).- It requires some finesse,

however, to provide positive reinforcement without disrupting children's interactions

and turning them into several separate child/adult conversations. The teacher can

stroll past a group of children and smile pleasantly, or make a brief comment such as,

"You make such nice things when you work together." The teacher can then move on,

forestalling prolonged interaction. Teachers might also bring. additional materials to

groups of children who are cooperating or sharing well. Children playing house, for

example, might be able to use additional dishes, blankets, and pillOws. Small cars
4

could add to the excitement of building allock garage together. The addition of

extra materials not only reinforces the cooperative interaction, but also helps to

prolong the play by giving it a new twist (62).

Rewarding children for cooperating in one situation may result in increased co-

operation in other situations. In one study, pairs of children learned to cooperate

in pulling levers to make a machine deliver candy. These children also increased

their friendly cooperatiye interactions during free play sessions in preschool, where

no specific rewards were presented (1).

If children are encouraged to say nice things to each other, they are more like-

ly to do nice things for each other as well. Teachers in one preschool attended to

cooperative speech by saying, "(child's name), Icheard you say, (child's phrase)."

Even though teachers were able to attend to only 15 percent of the cooperative

verbalizations that occurred, both the number of cooperative things children said to

each other and the number of times they actually behaved cooperatively increased (54).

A'similar. effect has been found for older children in a laboratory situation (53):

0 0 0 /1 9
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The amount of positive attention required to maintain a desirable level of co-
-

operative interaction will vary with the particular children in each classroom.

Children just beginning to learn positive social skills may require a greatdeal of

adult support. As children-become more proficient in deafing with social situations,

their positive interactions with peers will become more rewarding, and the teacher

intervention may be reduced to an occasional smile, wink, or nod.

The use of positive attention to encourage prosocial behavior can have a snow-

balling effect. As children observe others being rewarded for cooperating, they'are

-more likely to be cooperative themselves. Interacting without conflict and receiving

positive attention from the teacher combine to makechildren feel happy and good about

themselves. Children are most likely to share and cooperate when they are in a good

mood (39, 48, 60).

Teachers can provide a good example themselves.--Children are more likely to help

someone or share possessions when they have seen someone else do it first. Suppose

Jason is holding, tightly to all the blocks in the basket. "You can't have any," he
t

shouts at Peter. The teacher rushes over to the children, and deliveri a lecture on

the importance of sharing. Unfortunately, this is not an effective technique. In

fact, even if Jason finally shares under the stern eye of the teacher, it is not

likely that he will share in the future. 'The teacher has given him attention for not

sharing, which may tend to increase his tendency to be selfish (23). While the

teacher may succeed in.forting Jason to shared in this situation, it has been shown

that requiring children to share does not result in more sharing behavior at other

times (46, 47). A more effective technique might be to say to Peter, "Come on, let's

find some blocks for you." (nonattention to Jason). Together, the teacher and Peter

can then locate some blocks to share with one another (demonstratien Of the desired

. behavior.

er
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The importance of providing children with ahehavioral.example of the desired

%behavior. his been demonstrated in-several studies. Children were told that "poor

orphans".need some of4oheir candy, money, or other prizes which the children had

previously won in a game. An adult dared a lecture on the importance of giving

to others. In some cases the adult als6 gaye something to the poor children; in other

.. .

cases the adult did not donate. The children who were most-likely to donate were
i

.,.

those who. observed an adult donating. The adult's preaching did not affect the

children's donations: r the adult gave, the children gave. If the adult did uot

<3 give,ithe children did not give, either, no matter how eloquently the adult advocated'

sharing (8, 9, 10,.24, 44,46, 47).
\

' \ .

An adult's own behavior can also influence that adult's credibility in .children's

eyes. In one study, when children were praised for their own altruistic behavior by
1

an adult w o gave nothing, children were less likely to donate later. When a selfish

\
,

,

peson rewards children's atruism,'the reward may backfire (38).

Teachers an become more effective models by getting involved in a warm relation-

ship with children, Helping children,'listening to them, talking with them, and

following their suggestions are just some of the ways teachers become' important in-

dividuals in children's lives. In one study with preschoolers, adults spent.several

weeks building such a relationship with children before systematically 'demonstrating

helping behavior in a variety of settings, In these demonstrations, adults used

pictures and props to portraisituations in which individuals needed help. The

adults explained what they would do, for example, to,"help the monkey get the banana

he can't reach." In addition, live examples of helping behavior were used. One

adult would act concerned when another's head was bumped. An adult would .help: a

kitten find its hidden food. In each case, the models described their own actions- anc

used the word "help." Children who observed models they already knew and liked were

themselves more helpful to others than children who observed models with whom they had



,

no.previous relationship. The children continued to demonstrate their helpfulness ii

"real life" situations even several weeks after the experiment. Fox example, they

were 'more likely to pick up toys a baby had dropped outside of the playpen. The re-

search shows that even a relatively short-term relationship enables demonstrations

of helpfulness to have a lasting effect on children's-willingness to be helpful.(65).

Points to Remember

1. Children's ability to understand other peoPle's feelings improves as they

growolder. The development of empathy is,facilitated by discUssionwhiCh.--
..,

emphasize (a), other-people's needs and feelings, (b) consequences to others

of the Childls.actions, and (cY"the similarities between the dhild and otiier

2. Children 'learn the skills involved in being helpful and cooperative (a) by'

watching other people, (b) by interacting with 'other'thildren and working

N
out problems on their own or with adult guidance, and (c) by following direct

suggestions made by teachers.
N

.

.3. Children are more likely to practicd their positive sociaf-skills when

(a) they are working on group projects with

given personal respong_Ability, (c) they are

a "we" orientation, (&) they/are 1

happy, (d) they observelieople \

they know and like displaying prosocial behavior, and' (e) they have been re-,

.inforced for behaving and speaking cooperatively.

I.
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Chapter S

Moral Judgment and Good Behavior

Suggested Teaching Technique

Digest of Retommendations

Rationale

To encourage good behavior in
in the classroom and facili-
tate the development of
internalized humanitarian
standards:

14.Engage children in discus-

sions of moral conflicts

and interpersonal confron-

Children who participate in

discussions about moral dilem-

mas tend to make more mature

tations. Encourage children moral judgments and may learn

to devise alternative sol-

utions to social conflicts

and to think throtigh the

consequences of proposed]

solutions.

2. Attend to children who are

behaving well. Use a form

of attention the individ-

ual child finds pleasant.

to solve their own interperson-

al conflicts in mature, so-

cially acceptable ways.

Children tend to repeat behav-

iors that have been rein-

forced by teacher attention..,

Children observing the situa-

tion are likely to imitate

behavior that has beet. rein-

forced. Children may also

imitate the teacher's dembn-

strations of friendly, help-

ful behaviors.
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Su::ested Teaching Techni ue

3. Pointedly ignore misbehavior

whenever possible by turn-

ing away from the misbehiv-,

ing child and attending to

a child who is behaving

.appropriately.

4. Supplement contingent

teacher attention with

material rewards or

special privileges when

necessary. Rewards which

occur naturally in the

classroom, such as free

time and use of special mat:

erials, are particularly

effective.

Rationale Selected References

Ignored behavior may increase at

first, but eventually it is

likely to decrease if the child

does not receive reinforcement

from other sources.

Material rewards can be

effective reinforcers if

used sparingly.
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Arnold, and Thomas,

1967; Harris, Wolf,

and Baer, 1967;
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and Baer, 1973;

Willett and Winkler,
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Suggested Teaching Technique

5. Formulate clearly stated

contingencies which inform

children in advance of the

consequences of their

actions. Say, for example,

"When you put your truck

away, then you can play with

the bloCks;" "If you throw

the play dough again, then

you will have to leave, the

table.'.' Follow-through and

adminiSter the stated con -

tingencies if necessary.

.I.
'6. Avoid repeated warnings of

punishment or nagging.

Rationale

Under these conditions, the

child assumes responsibility

for complying or not. The

teacher need not force compli-

ance; Well-chosen consequences

increase the. child's moti-

vation to comply. The teacher

can then reinforce the child's

voluntary cooperation. Chil-

dren aiee more likely to inter-

nalize rules when they have

complied following a mild

threat or incentive than when

they have complied following7-
a severe threat.

Long-winded statements consti-

tute a form of teacher atten-

tion which may reinforce

undesirable behavior. Threats

quickly become ineffective when

they are not consistently follow

ed by teacher action.
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Suggested Teachin: Techni ue

7. When stating negative

_contingencies, choose. mild

punishments related to the

act which can follow mis-

. behavior immediately, such

as removing a misused toy.

Rationale

8. iln situations where chil-
,

dren have no choice,: . -state

the required behavior simply

and firmly. Avoid using

rhetorical questions.

Follow through on commands

with physical aid if

necessary.

9. Formulate a few, clear,

reasonable rules. Discuss

the reasoning behind rules

when-children are follow-

ing the rules, and not

when the rules are

disobeyed.

,Consistent, immediate punish-

ment may tend to discourage

the behavior it follows.

Children are more likely to

follow positiVely stated

commands when they know the

teacher will follow through.

.
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, What'Does It Mean To "Be Good?"

-63-

"Johnny's such a.good boy," say his teachers. What do they mean? They might

meanthat Johnny sits quietly all day in) class and never, causes any trouble. They

"might mean that Johnny is helpful and obedient, and that he-always does the "right

thing.". They might mean something totally different from the teachers Johnny had last,

year or from his parents.

. Johnny must make sense out of-the differing definitions of right and wrong pro-

pounded by. the many adults and peers in.his social environment. 'He must also come to

some conclusion on his own and learn the behaviors which will enable him to follow

his principles. Johnny's teacher will try to influence him to behave according to

the standards in force in that teacher's classroom. -Conscientious teachers will also,

be concerned with fostering Johnny's overall growth as an individual with strong,
4

internalized, humanitarian standards who behaves rationally in, accordance with his

principles.

The teacher's job is a difficult one. "Teachers do not control all the factors

operating on Johnny or his classmates. An understanding of how experiences influence

children's behavior and moral orientations can help teachers plan effective strat-

egies, but such strategies will not be effective 100 percent of the time. There may

be some children, in'fact, whose problems are so great that outside professional help

will be needed to cope with their difficulties. Nevertheless, through flexible adap-

tation of principles discussed in this chapter, teachers can positively influence

children's behavior more often than not.

0 0 0G 4
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How Do Children Decide What Is Right And Wrong?

For very young children, morality is determined by what adults around them

permit and do not permit. Preschoolers are likely to believe that 4Wos are abso-

lute and inflexible, like the physical laws of nature. Limited by their general

inability to view situations from points of view other than their own (referred to:

as egocentrism), young children assume that everyone holds the same definitions of

right and wrong. They have difficulty infRrring other people's intentions, and they

tend.to jUdge an act.according to its objective consequences. An action will be

viewed as bad if it does not conform to a rule, if it causes damage, or if it is

yumished. Young children will say, for instance, that a boy who accidentally breaks-
.

15 cups as he opens a door is naughtier than a boy who breaks one cup while trying

to steal jam from the cupboard. At the sametime, young children can perceive-their---

own inner states, and they expect everyone to understand their own innocent inten-

tions. A 3,year-oldv for example, who accidentally breaks a glass may deny respon-

sibility for the act (38, 69).

As children gain maturity and experience, they begin to judge actions on the

basis of internalized standards of right and wrong. They become less concerned with

whether their actions will be discovered and punished and more concerned with

following their own principles. It becomes easier for children to -take into account
0

the intentions of other people, to understand that rules are designed for a specific

purpose, and to. realize that rules can be changed according to the needs of the

group (2, 19, 31, 35, 38, 40, 46, 48, 55, 69, 74).

While children's ideas about right and wrong tend to remain stable across..,

situations and to change gradually with age and experience, their behavior varies

from situation to situation.. Children are not uniformly "honest" or "dishonest,"

for example. Children who will cheat in one situation may not cheat in another,

depending on opportunities; pressures to achieve, sanctions, aid peer pressure (16,

34, 58, 78),. 0 0 1) ( 5
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Children's experiences with their peers and with adults can either faCilitate or

1
.

impede the development of their ability to make independent moral judgments on the

,
basis' of internalized standards. Evidence suggests that children who participate in

group \discussions of moral conflicts can learn to make more mature judgments (41,42).

Children tend to imitate the moral reasoning of resp4cted models (8)." As children

engage in reciprocal role-taking experiences with peers, they tend to become lesS'

,

egocentric and better able to take into account the/intentions behind Other people's
I°

actions (38, 69, 79).

can affect children's thoral/brientation.--"The rule isDisciplinary techniques

no talking in the classroom.

you," announces the teacher.

/"

Now, I don't want to.hear'another word but of any of.

Amy says something to,her neighbor, and the teacher

sends her out into'the hall.as punishment. This ins an example of a power-assertive

disciplinary technique. The rule is arbitrary; the enforcement is based on the

eacher's power over the children. The children's attention is focused on the conse-
.

quinces imposed on them by external authority. Evidence indicates that

exposure to this sort of disciplinary approachis associated with slower development

of an internal moral orientation, less resistance to temptation, less of a tendency

to feel guilty when doing Wforig-,---and less' willingness to confess and Tept blame.

When rules are presented in.this way, children are less likely to internalize.them.

, I

They tend to follow such.rules from fear of punilshment rather than because\they

believe the rule is "right" (38, 39),.

"When people are working hard on their projects,It bothers them when other

people talk and make noise. Let's see how quiet we can be so that we'won't.bother

each other. If ioU are, quiet, I'll be able to help each of you with your work."

Having stated this reasonable rule; pointing out the consequences for other people
A'

/
0 0

a.
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of the children's actions, the teacher then.moves around to the desks of children
rt

who are working quietly, helping them with their work and at the same time rein-

forcing their qdiet activity. Noisy Children 'are ignored. This is an example of

k s

an inductive disciplinary technique combined with positive reinforcement. The

teacher has given a reason for the rule, has explained the'benefits of quiet 'and the

bad,effects of noise, and has appealedto the Children's own sense of mastery to

accomplish the gol,of peace in the classroom, The children's, attention is focused

on the consequences to others of their actions and their own res-ponsibility for ,

observing the rule. A'clever teacher will change the Children's activity,' before th,
. )

childrebecome'bored and noisy. The teacM1:'can then compliment the class on their

r
abilitrtoremain quiet. Next time, the quiet period might last a little longer.

Consistent exposure to induCtivi discipline is associated with the development

of an internal Aral orientation combined with concern for others, a tendency' to

feel.guilty' when doing wrong, an increased ability to re,sist-temptation, and an

increased likelihood of confessing and accepting blame after transgressing. When
e

rules are presented in this_Ay, children are more likel/ todnternalize them. They

.7-4)

r.

begin to'understand that rules, in geeral,
,
are not set up in an arbitrary fashion,

but drise.from the necessities of a particular situation. They begin'to take respon-

.1

sibility for their amm 'actions and'to follow. rules because they believe they are
V

"right." They also begin to formulate a general,defihition of "riht" based on

Concern forothers rather than on concern for consequences to the elves (38, 39, S1).4

. .41

,
. .

What Are' The \Effects And Limits Of. Punishment chni ues? _ . -

O

-

Nr %

Punishment in this chapter. refers fo consequences followingfa child's behavior

-which are intended to reduce the occurrence of the behavior, an not primarily to

"get back at" the child in a retaliatory sense. The effectiveA ss of punishment is

0 0 0 5.7 .
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determined! by whether the particular behavior is actually supftessed, and not whether'

c
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the child has been adequately "paid'bick:" .1

*

Severity of punishment Wpsychologiclptudies is usually determined by the

loudness of a tone used to signal the child that,a behavior is wrong, or the harsh-
.

. ness of the experimentef's verbal rebuke,. Severe punishment in this sense does not

. . -

refer to any type of physical punishment. Sine ethics prohibit using physical

punishment in psychological laboratories, Controlled studies of this type'of punish-
%

. ;

.ment'have-not been done. Data on physical punishment are limited to Correlational

. .

studies,of extended use of this technique by parents. The data indicate that parents
.

(16 . ,

who use physical punishment tend to have children who show high levels of aggressive.
.,.

behavior (11, 91).

\ithat are the effects of punishment?--laboratory experiments indicate that

children can be induced to obey an arbitrary rule for a short period of time if an

extremely loud noise or a, harsh rebuke immediately follows any diviation4rOm the

. vie. Giving a reason for the rule, however, makes,milderl less immediate pmnish-

ments equadbieffective. In fact, often a good reason can be effective with no

punishment at all.(20, 54, 64, 65, 91). I.

4

' All teachers know, however,sthat some children will o ccasionally disobey even

., the best reasoned rule. In the interest of maintaining firm control of the class,.

punishment may occasionally' be not'only necessary but also-desirable. In such

% A; , t
.

- . 0 .
cases, punishment which is immediate, refatedzto the act in some way, and just

.

.

. .

'severe enough to enforce obedience will probably be the most effective in the'long
.-

ruri. Teachers can remove a toy misused by,a child, forInstance, or they can remove

-child from a group where that child is causing trouble.

If Loildren are aware.that a mild punishment will consistently follow mis-

,
behavior, they are less likely to engage in,that behavior. Several studies have

.
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'indicated that when children'obey a rule following a mild threat of puniihment (or

under a mild incentive), they are more likely to continue to obey the rule than if

a
they were threatened with a severe punishment (or promised a large' reward). (5, 25,

67, 88). In one study, an adult suggested in a mild tone that he might kin upset if

the children touched a particular, toy. Those children who obeyed following this

mild threat not only refrained from touching thesame toy weeks later when,no adult

N

. .

was, present, but also cheated less on a game which they could win only by flifying, 1

6
. \

their scores. On the other hand, those children who obeyed folldwing a severe threat
,

1 \

(the adult threatened to become angry and take all the toys home) .did not continue to

follow the rule at a later-time. Although the severe threat indUced'children tc obey

the rule in the immediate situation, the children did not internalize standards of

good behavior (53).

What are the limits of punishment techniques?--"Sit down, Tom," says the teacher.

Is this verbal rebuke an example of a mild'punishment which can induce children to

stay in their seats? Tea4ers need to observe the long-term effects of their

management techniques very carefully to be sure that what they consider "punishment"

does not backfire. In one study conducted in a first-grade classroom it was found

that although telling a child to "sit down" usually had the immedite effect of

getting that particular child .back in4his or her seat, the more f4quently teachers

told children to "sit down," the more frequently children in the classroom tended to

stand up. However, wheri the same teachers'condentrated on praising children who

stayed in their seats ad ignoring occasions of standing up, the number of times

,:hildren stood up decreased dramatically (56).

In the above instance the. reinforcing effects of teacher-attention apparently

'outweighed any suppressive effects of verbal rebuke. Many studies h ve demonstrated
;

that in a group of children, where teeher attention is at a premium; behavior that'

2 0 1) 9
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is attended to in any way by the teacher is likely to increase. In administering

what they belieVe to be punishment, teachers must take care that in the long run

they are not actually increasing the behavior they wish to discourage 33, 71).

- In addition to, the effects of attention, teachers must cbnstantl) be aware of

the example they are setting for childre's behavior. In one study, adults used

,rewarding or punishing techniques: to t ach a game to 6-to 8- year -old children. When

these children-were asked-to teach e game to another child, they imitated the

who don'tpunishing or rewarding behavior of

want children to develop coercive,

employing such techniques themsel

heir/own adult teacher (A).

punisihing nteraction patter &should be wary of

es (3 e adult who uses hysical punishment,

in particular, pr4ides a model ttor ag ressive behavior which, ay be imitated by

children (11).
/

/

"You can't ply with t blocksrif you throw them," states the teacher, and
I

.

e teacher has swiftly administered a mild,
' removes Jaae from the bl,oc,4c area.

transgression-related_p i hment, w ich may discourage block- throwing. Common to

all techniques wh'ich f cus on the child's misbehavior, however, this incident tells

the child nothing 'about what she ca do with blocks. Her attention is foCused on

The very next time Janethe act of throwing, and on the consequences to herself.

goes to the bloc/ k area, the teacher s
+

and other childrenTs appropriate block

use of blocks.
/

While praiiing the chil

mild be right there, commenting on Jane's

playing skills, and perhaps demonstrating the

ren for their constructive play, the teacher

fight take/the opportunity to discuss th dangers of block throwing. Punishment

,
J

y itself,may suppress en undesirable beh vior, but it will be ineffective in the

leng
\

i

if the tearer does not take the pportunityito teach and reinforce

I
Ar

alter, ative, desiratile behaviors (38, 91).

,0,170
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How Can eachers Use Positive Approaches to Behavior Management?

Much. hasbeen said about the powerful effects pf teacher attention and positive

reinforcement in the classroom. "If the teacher will only attend to the child's

good behavior, good behavior will increase," goes the usual argument. Attending

to good behavior is not a simple task, however. While misbehaving children are

excellent attention-getters, children involved in constructive, cooperative activ-

ities are less likely to be noticed. To be effective, a teacher must have in mind

specific examples of "good behavior" to look for, must be observant, and must know

what kinds of attention are reinforcing for each child.

. What is positive reinforcement?--Positive reinforcement is any event which

leads children to repeat the activity they were engaged in before that event oc-

curred. The trick is that different events are reinforcing for different children.

The only way a teacher can be sure of having a reinforcing effect on a child is to

watch and see what that child does after the teacher responds to the child in some

way.

For example, a teacher approaches John, who is using play dough. The teacher

,,looks him directly in the eye and says, "John, you certainly made an interesting

shape with that play dough." If John smiles and eagerly continues to make new and

different play dough shapes, the teacher can infer that this form of attention has

.encouraged him -in his activity. If, on the other hand, John looks away and begins

to suck his thumb, the teacher might:infer that this approach was not reinforcing:

for John. Perhaps John is a shy child. Direct eye contact and the use of his name

may demand a level of participation that makes him uncomfortable. Perhaps John has

not experienced enough pleasant interactions with this teacher to allow him to feel,

comfortable"in a direct confrontation. In any event, it is only by careful obser-

vation of John that the teacher can decide what forms of attention are positive

() 0
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reinforcers for him (87).

Teachers can show attention to a child in a variety of ways, both verbal and

nonverbal. The following examples are adapted from Carolyn Thomson's Skills for

Young Children, 1972, pp. 20-21.

Some nonverbal formi of attention include:

,l. watching the child

2. nodding, raising eye-brow, winking

3. facial gestures (smiling, faking surprise, etc.)

4. establishing; eye contact

S. making physical contact (holding hands, arm around shoulder, patting,

5
holding child on lap)

6. remaining in close proximity to the child

7. waiting for the child to finish an activity so he or she may be included

in 'the next event

8. assisting the child with tasks the child finds unpleasant or difficult

9. handing the child attractive materials

10. participating with the child in an activity (building blocks, carrying

tioards together, setting up equipment)

11. laughing with the child at appropriate times

12. complying with a child's request

13. listening to a child and not allowing this conversation to be interrupted

Verbal forms of attention include the many types of conversations that can occur

between children and adults, such as:

1. small talk (nondirective general conversation)

2. suggestions to "facilitate the child's involvement and participation

3. challenges, dares

0 0 7 2
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4. praise and approval

S. questions and requests

6. directive statements

7. encouragement of a,child's participation in makingappropriate-decisions

8. expressions of honest affection

9. comments related to the child, the child's activity, or the children

the child is interacting with

10. expressions of humor that children can appreciate

11. invitations to participate in attractive.activities

It is obvious from the variety of responses 'listed abbve that to provide

Positive attention a teacher does not have to constantly make gushing statements

such'as "My, what a lovely painting." A creative teacher will discover forms of

attention which feel natural and are appropriate for each child in the class.

Attention will be most meaningful to children who already havp-a friendly relation-

ship wit} the teacher and who value that teacher's attention and opinions. In

fact, the attention of a disliked teacher may have a negative effect on a child's

behavior. Teachers become important to children by being helpful, friendly, and

generally supportive.

There are some children who do not respond to teacher attention. For such

children, material rewards may be appropriate for initially strengthening desirable

behaviors while building a 7sitive'relationship with a teacher. There are many

rewards which occur naturally in the classroom, such as free time, opportunities to

engage in activities the child enjoys, and use of special materials. -Such rewards

can be used to supplement teacher attention-. A material reward may be most effec-

tive-wh6n-if-ii related to the activity the child is engaged in -- special gold

paint for a child working industriously on an art project, for example (14, 27, 94).

0 0 1) 3
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. .

Broad-based token reward prograMs used in -the classroom have been shbwn to be

successful while they were in effect, but often the effects did not generalize-to

otner times and other situations. Token reward pfograms for specific children Of--

groups of children may be desirable in some cases, ancrwith careful planning the

effects can be maintained as rewards are. diminished. The procedures involved are

. not as simple-as they sound,, however, and any teacher considering implementation of

a broad - based, token reward-program should consult with a psychologist trained in
.

behavior modification procedure's (14, 59, 60).

What are the,effects of using positive.reinforCement?.:-Positive attention

becomes maximally effective When teachers consistently attend to those children who

are behaving appropriately and at the same time pointedly ignore children who are
o

mildly disruptive or just unoccupied. This approach is not artificial'or mechanical.

In many instances, a teacher can look around the room and choose between criticizing

a child who is "fooling around" or helping a child who is industriously working on

a project. The more times the teachex chooses to give attention to the child who

is working, cooperating, or playing well, the more frequently good behavior will

Occur, When this technique is used consistently, most disruptive behavior will

decrease. Consequently, the teacher will have more time to devote to positive

teaching activities (32, 71).

In general, behaviors which receive attention are likely-to intfiase, while

---- --
ignored behaviors are like_ly-to'decrease. If a child is accustomed to receiving

,

- -some attention for disruptive behavior, however, that behavior-may initially

increase in rate when teachers begin to ignore it. If teachers' can hold-their

ground, the behavior may eventually decrease if it receives no reinforcement from

other sources and if alternative "good behaviors" are simultaneously reinforced.

(12, 86, 93).

0 0 7 4
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Consistent use of contingent positive attention works in the classroom for

several reasons. First, the particular child reinforced for good behavior is
0 '

likely to engage in that behavior again (71). Children observing the situation may

. notice the child being rewarded for behaving well. Children are.more likely to

imitate-behavior which has been rewarded (11). The teacher proviles a model for

helpful, cooperative behavior. Evidence from several classrooms indicates that

children often use a teachers' techniques of positive reinfofcement in their own

social encounters (26, 77). Acting in a friendly, helpful manner increases the

teacher's effectiveness as a model. Children are more likely to imitate positive,

'nurturant adults than punishing adults (6, 70).

Are there limits to the use of positive reinforcement in the classroom?--"I'ire

tried positive reinforcement, and it doesn't work," is a familiar complaint. There

are many reasons why a particular teacher's attempt to use positive reinforcement'

may prove ineffective.

the teacher's standards may be beyond the child's capacity to perform. In this

__-
case, the answer is to "think small," and gradually work up to the performaffee

required. For example, a very active-child majrfind it extremely difficult to sit

still-for-10 minutes. The teacher could praise such a child for 1 or 2 minutes of

quiet concentration. The neit time, the teacher might wait a little longer before

remarking that, for example, "Ben is sitting so quietly I think it is his turn to

pass the snack basket." (33, 47071)

If a child rarely performs a behavior the teacher wishes to reinforce,. merely

___.-waiting for the behavior to occur spontaneously may prove inefficient. The teacher

can structure situations where the behavior is likely to occur. Specific suggestions

and, demonstrations can also induce the child to perform the desired behavior.

Children reinforced frequently for behaviors prompted by the teacher are likely to

0 0 6 7 5
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begin performing those behaviors spontaneously (33, 47, 71).

Some responses a teacher considers "reinforcing" may not be rewarding for

particular children. The teacher may need to experiment with different forms of

attention.. Children Can become over-exposed to a particular type of teacher

attention, so that it becomes meaningless and loses its effect. Children get tired

.
of hearing "that's very good" every time they do something. .A teacher must be

creative and spontaneous in adapting approval and Support to the'individual child.

Sometimes just a description of what the child is doing maybe more effective than

a value judgment. "John and Mary are building a house together. Look, they have

used long blocks for a roof," is more meaningful than "I like that house" (47, 87).

In addition, there are times when children must do certain things they would

.rather not do.. Many situations require firmness, with consequences for misbehavior.

The teacher does not have control of all possible reinforcements in any situation.

Running around the room and yelling may continue no matter how long the teacher

ignores such behavior because the child enjoys doing it or because attention prom

other children provides sufficient reinforcement. Children_are_likely to imitate

the misbehavior of their Peers, particularly if that misbehavior goes unchecked (11,

72, 73). In short, while positive attention to children's gOod behavior is a

powerful and effective tool, it is not the complete answer to managing classroom

behavior.

How Can Teachers Combine Management Techniques Effectively?

Teachers attempting to change the emphasis in their current management prac-

tices may find it extremely difficult at first. Children will test the limits of

a new regime. It takes time for the consistent use of any management technique to

have a noticeable effect. Reinforcing a child once for good behavior will not
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magically change the climate of the classroom. A supportive observer may be able to

notice patterns of interaction in the classroom which the overburdened teacher

misses. The observer may be able to suggest possible alternative procedures.

The teacher can set up contingenciesBoth positive and negative contingencies

declared clearly in advance can be effective both for groups and for individual

children (57). In one elementary classroom, for example, preferred activities such

as handling the class guinea pig, playing with, games, and going out to recess were

. allowed only when other work had been completed and the room had been cleaned and

straightened. Negative contingencies were also ineffect. For example, if the game

area was not left in a neat condition, the area was off limits for a portion of they

day.

Specific contingencies for.individual children often facilitate day-to-day

interactions. Teachers can use statements such as "When you sit down, then you

can play with something else;" When you ask quietly, then I'll put the record on."

Hearing this "when-then" statement, children understand that a particular behavior

is necessary before they can have or do something they really want. The child

assumes responsibility for deciding whether to comply with the request or to do

without the reward. The teacher is not put in the position of having to force

compliance. If the child does not perform the stated behavior, it is important for

the adult to follow through and see that the child does not receive the reward.

Well chosen reward consequences greatly increase the child's motivation to comply.

The child's,compliance provides the teacher with an opportunity to reward and praise

the behavior (81, 91)'.

The use of negative contingencies can be an effectiVe means of stopping par-

ticular behaviors. Negative contingencies are best applied to behaviors that can

be allowed to reoccur if the child decides to ignore the contingency. In this

0 0 0 77
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instance, the child is made aware that a particular behavior will result in a

specific punishment. The punishment is most effective. if it is related to the

undesirable behavior. For example,. the teacher can say "If you throw the play dough

again, then you will have to leave the table;" "if you crash the bike again, then

you will have to get off the bike;" "If you throw sand out of the sandbox again,

then you will have to get out of the sandbox." Repeated warnings of punishment

should be avoided since they may -serve as attention. Threats quickly

become ineffective when they are not consistently followed, by immediate,teacher

action. Once the child knows the rule, the negative consequence shoUld immediately

follow misbehavior. It is cruciallor the teacher to follow through and administer

- the punishment threatendd if the child continues to misbehave. If the child refrains

from. performing the undesirable behavior, the teacher can use this opportunity for

reasoning.. For example, ihe teacher might say, "Good for you, you are keeping the

Sand in the sandbox; now it won't get in other children's eyes" (8).

The rewards or punishments indicated in contingency statements will have the

greatest long-term effect if they, are just strong enough to have an effect on the

child's behavior, but not so strong that the child is overwhelmed. Children who

conform to a rule under a mild threat or incentive are more likely to internalize

and follow the rule at other times than children who conform due to a very strong

threat or incentive (5, 25, 53,-67, 88).

Teadhers can institute general rules and-make_specific_demands.--Classroom

rules,should be clear, reasonable, and few in number. Young'children may not be

able to remember long strings of complicated rules or instructions (24).' Children-

are more likely to follow rules when they understand the reasoning behind them.

Reasons directed toward ooncern for others help broaden children's perspectives and

increase their awareness of other people's needs. In addition, rules should be
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within the child's capacity to obey. It is unreasonable,` for example, to'expect

young children to sit quietly all day -without-making a sound. In many cases, the
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childrefi themselves can discuss and help formulate the rules they feel are essential

for a smoothly working class. Contingencies can be attached to these rules, and

childrdn can help decide appriTriate incentives and penalties (22, -27, 42, SO, 54,

60, 64).

Situations often arise-in\ which children do not have a choice. In such cases
1

teachers can state the, requirement clearly and firmly, sithout using a question form

that seems to-give-childrea a choice when in fact they have none. Direct statements ,--.

-:such time to go inside now;""You need to come inside," are more effective

thah questions such as "How about cominginside now?" or, "Don't you want to go

inside?" When teachers always follow through on direct commands, children quickly

learn to take such statements seriously.

If necessary, teachers can use physical aid to follow up a Command. For

example, the teacher can direct the child's hands to a toy that needs to be put away;

and then guide the toy to the shelf. While moving a child through a required

behavior, often the child will begin to .cOOPefite: -When this occurs, the teacher

can praise and help the child, saying, for example, "Good for you, you are putting

the block's away. Here, I'll help you. I'll carry this one, and you can carry that

one" (57,81).

Direct commands should be kept to a minimum, however.'-Otherwise teachers may

find themselves constantly involved in compelling children to obey. The less °bid-

ous external control exerted by the teacher, the more responsibility children have

for directing their own behavior and the more opportunity they will have for

learnihg and practicing self -. Itrol (44).

I 0 0 7 9
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. Inductive (reasoning) disciplinary techniqUes facilitate the deIelopmental

shift in children's moral orientation from A reliance-on external authority

to a reliance on internalized humanitarian standards'oeright, and wrong.

\

Children tend to adopt the management techniques of their teachers in

_their interactions with peers. Teachers wh rely on ishment techniques

provide punishing, coercive models for the children in their class.

3. Pleasant events following children's behavior may increase that behavior.

ifferent events are reinforcing for different children.

4. T acher/attention is a powerful force in the classroom. Children's

be aviors which receive attention'are likely to .occur repeatedly, while'

beh viors which are ignored are likely toldecrease.-
i

S. Mildly unpleasant events immediately following misbehavior may suppress

that behavior. However, if teacher attenOon is associated with this event,

the u4desirable behavior may continue to occur in the fUture.

6. Cleary- stated contingencies and rules help children govern their own-

,behaviOr. -They are most effective when teachers make sure that the stated

contingencies occur.

.i! 0 0 S 0
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Chapter 6

Performing Well in Academic Settings

Suggested Teaching Techniques

Digest of Recommendations

Rationale
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Selected References

To help children develop atti-
tudes and motivation whic will
facilitate academic performance:'

1.'Give clear instructions,

specifking exactly what
\

child behaviors are required

to co lete a given task.

2. Provide positive reinforce-

ment contingent upon the

child's appropriate

actions.

3. Avoid labeling the child's

Children are less likely to

become anxious if they know

what is expected of them.

Children are more likely to

persist on a'complex task if

they are aware that it involves

simple behaviors they can

perform.

Contingent positive reinforce-

ment helps children develop an

internal locus of control,

raises their general expecta-

tion of success, and encour-

ages their continued perfor-

1mance of appropriate behaviors.

Negative evaluation. and

mistakes as failures. Give feelings Of failure increase'

necessary negative feedback children's anxiety, lower their

in a supportive atmosphere, expectation of success, and

without stressing its evalu- promote an external

ative aspects. control orientation.

0 0 0 1

locus of

Crandall, 1963;

Crandall, 1967;

Endiley, 1966, 1967;

Hill, 1967, 1972;

Vischel, 1972;

Mischel and Ebbeson,

1970 ;, Ryan And

Watson, 1968.

Crandall, 1969;

Katovsky, Crandall

and Good, 1967;

Risley and Baer,

1973.

Crandall, 1963;

Crandall, 1969;

1972; Mischel

19 2.; Ruebusch,

1963.

Op
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Suggested Teaching 'Techniques Rationale Selected References

.,

4. Always follow on . When children associate with Mischel, 1972;
'';

,

promises. r adults who keep promises they Mischel and Ebbeson,

are more likely to believe that 1970.

delayed rewards will actually

materialize and are more likely

to delay gratification.

:I; 0 0 2
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Why are Some Children Better Academic Performers than Others?

Some children seem to thrive in academic situations. Other children behave as

though they would rather be anywhere other than in school. Any explanation of the

variation among. children in academic performance must consider individual differences

in motivation and personality as well as differences in ability:

Unfortunately,.the psychological research in these areas is filled with con-
,

flicting,findingsbased on questionable measurements. Concepts such as anxiety,

independence,and locus of control are difficult to pin down and define. Attitudes

.
and motives are subjeCtive, internal events which cannot be directly" observed, but,'

must be inferred from responses on 'questionnaires, projective,tests, and ther

assessment devices.. Young children often lack the verbal facility to understand and

respond reliably on such' measures. They may tend to choose either "yes" or "no" as"

a consistent response regardless of question content, and they often consistently

select the last alternative given in multiple choice items. Teachers should inter-

pret with caution any so-called psychological "truths" about children's motivational

differences (47, 79, 80, 94). .

In spite of conflicting findings and interpretations, some major variables have

been isolated which seem to be related to academic performance, a-d wLich may be

influenced by classroom experiences. An awareness of these variables can help
1

teachers.understand why individual children react differently to similar instructions
4;1

What Individual Differences Among Children Affect Academic Performance?

Some children are more achievement-oriented than others. - -Achievement motivation

has been defined as:the desire to gain approval, either from one's self or from
-4?

othets, for competent performance in situations where standards of excellence are



%

applied. Children who persevere through frustration, strive to perfect their perfor-

/

-93.

.

mance, and set high standards for themselves are said tp-be highly achievement-
1-..*:

/

,
1/
1 ...

Oriented (10, 26).
,

_ I
1'

Children may be highly motivated to achieve in some areas andnot in others

In one study!. for example, no relationship among achievement effoits by children was

deplonstrated in such diverse areas as intellectual tasks, mechanical tasks, physical
. .

prowess, and artistic endeavors (T. Some children are satisfied with internal q2
/ I,

Feelings of accomplishment, while others strive to obtain appiova1 from others (27). 1

'

Some children evaluate their performance in terms of standards set by adults or by

themselves, while others base their evaluations on a comparison with the performance

of their peers. Some evidence indicates that pre-Schoolers are concerned with ahso,-

/ .

lute standards, while children of about 7 to 9 years of age beCome doncerned with

doing well'both in comparison to' other 4hildren and to absolute standards (69, 117)

Some studies indicate that scores on tests ,of achievementsiagrAtion are
, .

related toNactual academic performance",; while other studies do not fine this relatiol
t

ship. It does.appear that:children who ore highly on tests of achievement lied- ,

0 ' 1

vation have been reinforced,in the past for conforming to high standards set`for

4f.
.

them by their parents (27, 20, PO, 121). :

Children can learn tit, set their,own standards for perfolAnce. Generally, /

children who observe someone else conforming to internalized standards of perfprmanc(

on a particular task will adopt similar standards for their'oWn performance.' This

is especially likely to occur if,an explanation.df the standards accompanies the

moeel's4adherence to them. Children may reject the high standards of an excep-
- o .

tionally competent model and lower their ogi.t.standards to compensate -for-perceived

/

differences in ability. Children are Mel); to set high standards for their own

performance,if they havebeen rewarded in the past for setting high standards. (4,

5, 8, 12,.. 65, 66,. 73, .82).

0 0 )
41)
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Some children are more anxious than others about academic situations.- -The

relationship between anxiety and aca emic,performance becomes, increasingly strong
.,

throughout the-elementary school years. "Children who perform badly on achievement.

*..

tests tend to be highly anxious. This relationship could indicate that co istent

poor performance-makesperformance-makes children anxious, or mean tliat ani-ety prev nts - j

t .

,

. 1

', children from performing_ well in school. Probably both explanations have some truth

_,... .f.:..

to them (54, 98). .

.

..,

In general, a joderate level of anxiety serves to enhance learning, perhaps by

'
.

1

,,, providing a motivating force for attending to the-task. High levels of-anxiety,

...:

- .

'however, tend to_interfere
/

,

with performance on complex tasks or tasks which involve

use of a .new skill .(17, 0, 98). Anxiety tends to reduce the range ,Of cues a child

4

can attend to. ,Thus, anxl.ety mayimpair performance on tasks which requite at-
_ _ ....

tending to more than one (thing, although it may be helpful in screening out dis-

tracting elements (34, 53, 94).
I

1

.

Children characterized by a,generally high level of anxiety seem to be more

concerned with avoiding iaflure and criticism than with achieving success. .Such

children are upset.by maiing mistakes, and may become even more.anxious in situ-
.

I

ations where they are un ure of what to do. Such children may be afraid to venture'

opinion, for example, for fear that it might be wrong (53, 94). One study demon-

strated that highly anxi us children had trouble learning to read when.the "whole
) .,

S.
.

. \

word" method was used.. !ith this method, children must frequently, guess, and often

their guesses are incorr ct. Anxious children did better Using tile phonics method,

where small, systematica

become particularly anxi

they nave failed (35, 36

labeled as "failures" ma

ly..arranged steps minimized errors (48).! Children may
4

us in situations where they have been made to feel that/

45, 49, 61, 97). Children whose errors are consisteltly

develop an anxious preoccupation with what they are/doing

wrong, rather than concentrating on what they'are doing right.

I 0 0 0 5.
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.

Children tencl:to become more anxious in situations where afi'o server is'present,

.
. .....

.

where/ evaluation and the testing aspects of a situation are stressed, where spee&of .

-95-

performance Is emphasized or time limits are, imposed:and where directions are un-

clear (17,:19, 22, 24, 25,53, 123).. If a child is low in anxiety to begin with,

/such situations may increase anxiety to an optimal level and facilitate performance

/
If achild:isihigh in anxiety to begin with, such situations may increase anxiety

to a point where ,it interferes with the child'spability to perform the task or learn

1
t.

something new. For example, children who are.igenerallyhighly anxious may show ' .

1

'rep9titive, restrictive problem-solving st ategies in situations which stress. excalu-

at].0n
i

....
-

----Teachers canir
f
duce children's anxiety by helping them set realistic goals for-

'
---... -

performance; by d
(t,

pild:izing evaluation, and by giving clear, precise' instructions.

'

Children often become less anxious in structured situations where they know,exactly

what'to expect (26, 27, 53)
.

.
,Some childrep attribute success to,Juck, others attripute,succ ss to their own

,

::.. -.---:"--
1

,

efi'orts:--Children who believe thatP y are responsible for their own successesthy
.

and failures' are said to have an, internal locus of control. ,Children whobelieve

.., %
. .

that success and. failure are determinedby chance or by the teacher's idlim are

st to have an external lo us of control.

/ Beliefs ,in

great influence

0.

locus of control are established in early childhood, and may have a

on childreleb,performance in schdol (31). In fact, a large-scale
I .

national,study of faCtors influencing academic achievementifound that locus of

control was the bes --pr"e"dictor of-nonwhit&s achievement scores, arid. the second

,

t

best predictor fort hite students (23): Children measured as having an internal

/ locus ofcontrol have been found,to spend more time doing homewdrk,.'showmore

persistence on complex logica .asks, receive higher grades, and do better on

i
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general achievement tests than children who have an external locus of control (31, 72,

/5). In a few studies, however, no relationship has been found between locus control

measures and achievement (58, 76).

. -

Children may not have consistent beliefs about the locus of control of both 1.

their successes and failures. Some children, for instance, take responsibility for

their successes but not failures, while others feel that failures ,are their fault
. . .. ,

while success is determined by lucks Children's beliefs
..

about locus of control may
A ..

have
.
the greatesteffect in situations where it is clear that the child's activity

can result in positive or negative outcomes. Children who believe they are respoii-

sible for their own success will work harder if they are told a good performance

will result in reward. Children who feel they can control negative outcomes will

work harder to .avoid failure °(85).

Children measured as havinkan internal locus of control often have parents who

are warm, supportive, permissive, fleXible, approving, consistent in discipline, and

who expect early independence behaviors. Children with an external locus of control

often have parents who are rejecting, punitive, dominating, and critical (60, 32).

IA particular, it is believed that tfle development of an internal locus of contx.)1

is fostered by a predictable environment Which provides positive feedback contingent,

on the child's actions. Criticizing or punishing the child may lead to an external

ti

locus of control. Negative approaches discourage the child from taking responsibil-

,
ty for failure (60).
\

Some. children expect to succeed.--Children who predict that they will do well,

either inoschool or on an experimental task, generally do better than children who

predict that they won't do so well. Children seem to make fairly accurate estimates

not only of their own ability, but also of how hard they are willing to try. Some

research indicates that factors other than general motivation and ability may distort

t
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the accuracy of these gstimates. Girls from ages 7 through 12 consistently tend to

underestimate their abilities and their predictions of success, while4boys consis-

tently overestimate thew). There is some evidence that the predictions are not merely

reflectionse differential cultural demands to appear modest or self-assured. Pei-

girls.are really more likely to feel incompetent than boys (28).
0

Experiences with success and positive feedback tend to raise a child's expec-

tant..y-of' success, .while negative feedback tends to lower it. \, When children's ".

attention is focused on what they can accomplish, rather than on their mistakes, they

maybe more likely to believe that their efforts will be effective. Consequently;

they may be more willing to try harder (26, 28).

Studies with eighth, graders indicate that when children are grouped by ability

in school, their expectation for success is.related to the relative Standing of

their pagticulaT group, and not to their individual standing within the group.

Children in the "slow" group tend to have low, expectations for success, even though

they maybe the most advanded students within_ that group (28). Evidence is lacking

for younger children. However, the fact that children begin judging their own

performance in comparison to others by age 7 (117) indicates that even at young ages,

grouping children by ability may have broad motivational effects.

SoMe children are more willing to wait and work for delayed rewards.--Delay of

gratification-is a form of self-control believed to be an important factor in aca-

-.4

demic success. Children who can put off the immediate pleasure of fooling around

in order to work on a difficult problem for the delayed joy of mastering it will

function better school. Even preschoolers can wait and work for delayed rewards,

and can choose a larger reward later over a smaller reward,now. They are more likely

to wait for a reward if they expect that the reward will actually materialize, and

if they are confident they can perform the task necessary to get the reward. Chil-

-00 09 8
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dren are.more likely to persist on a'task that involves a delayed gratification if

they have been consistently reinf9Xced in the past for wWit4ng and planning, and if

the Adults in their environment have consistently kept their promises. Children will

alsp be more likely to delay gratification if they are exposed to models who demon-

strate this behavior (6,.80, 81). 4 /
Teachers who-giveclear instructions and consistently foll 4/through on clear

.- -

/7
. _

A
contingency statements are more likely to gain cooperation unpopular tasks su0

as cleakng up. Statements such as "As soon as you pia up these five blinks, we
, e

can-have snack" will be more effective than "Let's all help clean up for snack."

`Hearing the former statement, children know exactly what to do before receiving snack

They understand that the task has a limit and that they are compet e nt to perform if.

If the teacher has consistently followed through in thevpAst, children ill also

expect that snack will be forthcoming as soon as the task.is completed.,

"Children seek approval and assistance in different ways.--Teachers often

evaluate children as dependent or independent, but the definitions of these terms ,

are unclear. In a broad sense, all behaviOr can be considered dependent. Children's

A

behavior is dependent on,other people, on the environment, or on past experience.- .
Likewise,-all behavior may be considered independent. Children always initiate at

least some portion of their behavior on their own. For example, children whom ask -

for help may be considered dependent because they are not solving a problem by them-

selves. However;; seeking out a competent pernn for advice or aid may be an inde-

pendent'method of solving a difficult probleM. In fact,' some psychologists believe

that developing the ability to ask appropriately for assistance is an important step

toward achieving independent competence (S1, 88, 120).

Since the concepts.of dependence and independence are so vague, it may be more

useful to speak of specific types of behavior appropriate for children of different

ages. It seems, for instance, that some children try to stay near adults more than,

0 0 9 9
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other children. Some children also seek more attention, approval, and assistance

than other children. Usually, children 2 or 3 years of age seek more attention from

adults than from peers. As children reach the age of 4 or 5, they begin to seek

attention more frequently from peers (67).

Children tend to seek more social responses from other people if they are under

stress or if they have been isolated from other people for a short time. The

behaviors children use to gain attention, however, are behaviors which have proved

v1;

. sucgessful in the past. If children have received attention for such inappropriate

be

th

eh

by

-un

aviors as whining or seeking help for tasks which could baccomplished alone,

.1 will continue to use such behaviorsas attention-getters. Teachers can help

ildren learn appropriate attention-getting methods by suggesting new behaviors and

.giving attention only when appropriate behaviors are performed. For example,

teacher can say, "When you ask me in a clear voice, I will help you." "You can

ip your own coat. Just hold the zipper here and pull down. Good for you, you

did it by yourself!" (67, 89).

What Environmental Condit-ions Influence Children's Motivation and Performance?

Teachers' expectations may not have an overwhelming effect on children's
. .

\,

____.performance. --In 1966, Rosenthal and Jacobsen reported a study in which elementary

school tedcheri were given false information on the IQ scores of children in their

classrooms. By the end of the year,,IQ-scores increased for children whom teachers

expected to be bright, while IQ scores decreased for children whom teachers believed

to have less ability.. The authors inferred that teachers' expectations were a major

factor in determining children's academic performance (91, 92). Since that time

Many psychologists have criticized ihe Rosenthal study. They have noted, for

example, that some of the scores reported for individual children could not possibly
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occur, on the test used, and that'the effect, occurred in only a few classrooms with .

younger children for whom the test was inapprOpriate,(104115). Other psychologists,

who aftempted to replicate the findings in different schools, were unable to find the

same results (20, 33, 42, 43).

.Evidence now indicates that there no automatic Pygmalion -in- the - classroom

,/

effect. ,It has been found, 114p/ever, that if teachers rank the children in their class-
,

rooms haspd on their own know edge of each child's'past performance,"their predictibns

-of how well the children will 'do are usually borne out (33).

Teachers may behave differently toward children they expect to do very well and

children they expect to do poorly. Such differential behavior may reinforce dif-
.

/
ferences in children's motivation and ability which already/exist. In one study it

was found that teachers responded more positively to children they themselves haVe

0 rated as likely to perform well in school.. Teachers were'more likely to praise such

children for correct answers, less likely to criticize them for wrong answers, more,

likely to respond to their wrong answers with `a restatement of the problem, and more

likely to give feedback after each answer, (15). Teachers s} make every effort to

distribute their support fairly among all-children.

Different types of reinforcement affect children's. motivation and.perforembe.--

Motivation:and reinforcement are complex issues aboUt which psychologists are still

debatinj. The debate currently

reinfotement and their /-effects

centers around the issue of intrinsic and extrinsic

on children's behavior and learning.

Children will often engagin activities for the sheer joy of performing them,

especially if the activity provides a moderate challenge to the child's abilities.

Children will also improve their performance or perfect a skill if the activity itself

provides immediate feedback. Tasks which. are inherently interesting and which contain

built=in feedback are said to provide intrinsic reinforcemdnt (56).
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-
1

.1.*

,

Reinfo cement which is not inherent in an activityil is called extrinsic reinforce-

\il

.
, , .l.1*t

ment. Extri sic reinforcement can also motivate children to *perform activitiesi and

can provide feedback which facilitates improveeperformance, Sbcial approval or
111 6.

N.

, 1

criticism.and tangible rewards or punishments fall int this category.

fl

A grtat deal of evidence indicates that pOsitive
,

comments from an adult can
\

1

.
I

influence chi-ldren'to spend more time doing a task (1, 14, 21, 57, 101). Tht effect

. 1 I

maybe even more pronounced if-teachers comment on antivity intermittently,_ rather

. till
1

--than every time it is performed. Under.these conditio ., children will'be likely to

'',I

continue in an activity during_ fairly long periods O6ime without any encouragement

1

at all (13, 36).

/
. /

i'

Tangible rewards, such as money, candy, snack, or, rizes have also been sudcess-

/
I ,

ful motivators for childien (87, 89). Under some endi ions, however, if children
.I. . . .

believe they are performing a task for the purpose of g fining some material reward,
tt,

thr intrinsic interest in the task May-be reducid. la one study, preschooleig who

had demonstrated an avid interest indrawing with coloied felt pens were promiged a
,

special certificate if they would draw a picture for a Visiting adult. jhe children

worked hard for their reward, but later showed fa lack -1f interest in the same.pens

they had previously enjoyed. Children Who drew a pictire for an adult withoUt the ,

J

_ .

promise of a reward maintained their intrinsic intere It in pens,, even though they.

received the same reward as a surprise (64).

,

In this study, the reward pet se did not affect the children's intrinsic moti-

vation. The reduction in motivation Was produced by lie process of contracting to
i

I

perform an activity in order to receive the reward The Childten's intrinsic

motivation to use pens in this study was already 0/igh level. ContraCts and

f / t
* 0

contingencies can be an effective means of encour ging children ti engage in an

activity in which they are not aireadyintereste , or an activity which may only

i; 2



elicit a high degree of motivation after a.minimum amcint of skill has

been,acquired. Teachers should beware, however, of setting up unnecessary contin-

-102-

gencies and reward systems for children who are already motivated to perform 'academic

activities.

Teachers are interested not only -in motivating children to perform activities

q
' -Ouch will lead to learriing, but also in helping children to improve their perfor-

mance.-.Improvement involves feedback. The method a teacher useste monitor _

learning should include precise information about which of the, child's efforts are

headed in the right direction and which are not useful. Studies'in which young

children chaose,between two responses, one right andoneuTong; deni&strate that.

the fastest learning occurs when an adult tells the child which Atesponse was right

and which was wrong. Providing a tangible reward following correct responses

generally is not as effective as giving clear information. Sone iesearcher%believe

that tangible rewards not only provide incomplete feedback but also distract childrer

from the learning task .(77, 107, '108009, 110).
0

What Can Teachers Do To Enhance Children's Performance And Interest In School

Activities?

-.Psycholdgists have discovered no clear-cut solutions to the problems of moti-

vation and achievement in school. Children arrive in the classroom with different
,

expectations, beliefs, standards,, anxieties and abilities. .All these factors

.interact in different ways with particular clissrpom situations and learning tasks.

Creative teachers, however, can experiment with different methods of reducing

children's anxiety, capitalizing on their intrinsic interests, and providing non- ,

threatening edback. Teachers can also structure' situations in which children take

increasing res onsibility for planning and evaluating their own efforts, so that

they-will deyelop the confidence to persist in new and challenging learning activ-

ities ;'
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One conflict seems to be inherent in the research findings. Childre4 become'

more achievement oriented in situations where their performance is directed towakd

specified goals and evaluated by specific standards, Such situations, hOWever, may

undermine children's intrinsic interest in activities and may increase their anxiety

the point where they can no longer .learn effectively., The teacher is left with

the problem of setting, high standards and providing both positive and negative
t

feedback without increasing anxiety and turning leUrning experiences into distaste-

ful mirk;

A possible solution in't'o emphasize the process of learning rather than the

end. product. Children can be.praised for trying hard, for pg144iing in difficult

tasks; and for experimenting with new strategies. Teachers can emphasize the
t.

feedback, aspect of mistakes, rather than the evaluative aspect. One first grade

.
teacher found that children were so worried about. making mistakes that they refused

to. venture an opinion in class.' She told the children that "everyone makes mistakes

-- that's how we learn," and encouraged. children to try again whel they made an

error. This teacher also demonstrated a constructive attitude towards errors by

making mistakes herself; in front of the class, saying, "I guess I made a mistake.

Maybe there's another way to do it." Modeling and allowing mistakes to occur in a
.

supportive atmosphere may help reduce childreh's anxiety about evaluation (3).

Teach6.s can provide a predictable and supportive environment which children

can influence as a result of their own efforts.

feedliack contingent upon the °child's. behavior.

Teachers can consistently give

They can also follow through on all

promises, even if the child seems to forget the promiie. Negative feedback might

include some positive comments concerning the general correctness of the approach...

A negative comment may be softened merely by acknow104gink that the child is trying

hard to solve a difficult problem. Children might be encouraged to correct their

own papers, thus reducing the evaluative aspects of feedback. Such an environment

'00104



may help children learn to be less anxious, to take responsibility for their own

sucteSSesand failures, and to delay gratification (10, 80, 60).

Childrencan be encouraged to plan the structure of their day, or to plan the

eps they will follow to complete a particular task. Planning may make the childi,

ren aware of their, own responsibility forcarrying out An.activity. As children',
. .

.tireak dawn a complex.task into. discrete steps with the assistance of the:teacher,

:their conflderift in their ability to complete the task-may increase. As they
.

.

, sucCessfully perform each step, their expectation.of success on succeeding steps

t7should,increase(28, 80). Children who have choices in their daily activities may

be more likely to choose tasks which provide them with intrinsic reinforcement.

Points to Remember

1. Evaluating children's academic performance according to high standards may make

them more achievement-oriented but it may also increase their level of anxiety.
/.

2. While moderate levels of anxiety may enhance learning, excessive anxiety may.

interfere with children's performance on complex tasks or tasks which involve

the use of a new .skill

3. Children's anxiety increases in situations where an observer is resent, where

evaluation and,testing areAstressed, where speed of performance is emphasized,

and where directions are unclear.

4. .1f children believe they are responsible for their own successes and failures

and believe they can succeed on a particular task., they may try harder and do

better.

0

S. Success experiences in a predictable environrnt may help children develop an

internal locus of control and a higher expectation of success.

00105.
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6. Children may be-more willing t' delay gratification if.they have been
.. . 1

reinforced in the paSt for waiting and planning,-if they' are exposed to-
.

. .

models

, .

.mwho also delay gratification, and if-the adult& they, know usually
'.-

,

.

. .

keep their promises.. .

1
et

1

7.- Teachers may tend to be inbre supportive to children they expect to do well,

-
but teachers' expectations probably denot have the overwhelming effect, on

.

school,performance.incliCaied in the Original Rosenthal experiment, often

referred to.as the Pygmalion -in- the - classroom effect.

.
Providing positive comments or' tangible rewards can be ATI effective way qf,

iencouraging children to try an activity which initially'proVides little

-.intrinsit,motivation. However, -contracting to perform a task. for an external
.

reward- may, reduce chlildren's intrinsic interest in the task if that Interest ,

is already at a high level.

114
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SumstedTeaching Techniques

,To\increase complex social

interactions:

-1., Create dramatic situa-

tiouS, and roles for.

.

-children to play.
0

Chapter 7

.Peer Interaction

Digest of Recommendations

1 Rationale

-*

-119-

Selected Referencdi

In, preschool situations, more Charlesworth and

o complex interactions take place Hartup,1967;. Shure,

*during dramatic play than during 1963;,Thonsoni1972.,
.

other types'of activities.

0 Z.,

2._ Provide equipment which Children are more likely to . Quilitch and-Risley,-

.-

can.be used by several . interact when they are engaged .1973; Thomson, 1972.

children at a time.

3. Reinforce children who

are playing well to-

in.a common activity.

Teache attention to group play Harris, 'Wolf, and

tends to facilitate and prolong Baer, 1967. -

4gether'by providing addi- the interaction.

.tionhi equipment or by

. offering a-snile or brief

comment.

4. Suggest ways for an iso-

late child to interact
.,

with a group, and attend

to that child only.when

. the child approaches other

children.

Suggestions, cues, and contin-

gent reinforcement can be used

effectively to increase a

child's social interactions.

00120

Alleh, Buell;

Harris, and Wolf,

19641 Buell, Stod-

dard, Hat and

Baer, 1968; Hart,

Reynolds, Baer, Braw-

ley, and Harris, 1958'

Keogh, Miller, and

te

0 _



Suggested Teaching Techniques

-Mel-tide less popular

.

children in:special

.

Rationale Selected References

uoup adtivitiest or put
0

them in charge of desir.,;(1'

resources..

6

.r

Children tend to increase

their liking for peers who
ti

LeBlanc, 1973; Mil-

, ler, Holmberg, and

LeBlanc, 1974

have shared a pleasant group

experience and Peers who

have Aven them reinforce-

ment.

a

ar

5,

Pinkston, Reese,
.

LeBlanc, and Baer,

1973.

Blau and Rafferty,
.1

.1970; Heber and',

Heber,'1957; Kerby

and Toler, 1970;

Lott and Lott, 1960.
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Peer Interactions

Why Are inte actions Among Children important?

_ -.

Although children_can learn a great deal from adults,.their interactions with '

- , - .

, -

and eqUally valuable opportunities for learning. Chil-
,

. -

each.oiher provide differen

dren learn skills by observing each other, and they communicate information to one

1

-another. In addition, the egalitarian!nature,of peer interactions provides a unique

forum for the deVelqpment of cognitive skills. Children relate to peers orszmilar

.4
.status and ability differently than then relate to adults, who assume a higher status-.

due to their greater size, power, 'and-coMpetence. 'Cognitive Psychologist Jan Piagei--

has suggested that one of the cognitive limitations young children must overcome is

their egocentrism, oi'relative inabilit tciconsider Si *ions from different points

of view. Piaget further suggests that the conflicts which arise.when equally ego-

centric.centric.children interact may provoke children 'into considering each'ether's perspec--
4

. . . :', a. .. . fk,f., 4.,
_..a%

tiVes. Social interaction with peers may provide a crucia: arena for:break-ing down

\* egocentric thought (4S, 46, 49). . i

Experience interacting with peers, is also important for developing necessary

leciatiskills. In our .society is has become increasingly important for,ppople to
,

learn to get along with one another. The skills necessary for SuccesSful inter-
/

.perSonil 'Filations bine learned in early Childhood.

Mat .Characterizes Children's Groups?
0

The number and duration of children4s social interactions increase with ige

-OW.- Even 3-year-olds, however,
0

complicated verbal communications

Will spontaneously play together and engage inr, ;.:,

il 1

t

. In one Study-of communication patterns among /,-
.

. :

pairs of preschoolers, 62 pefant of Ihe Utterances made by children received a
..

0 .
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verbal response from another child, while an additional 23 percent attracted the

.**
iistsuer's attention (42).4 Preschoolers in another study were already learning to

use stylized conversational routines to engage each other in prolonged interactions.

/

A sample conversation vent like this "Do you know what?" "What?" "You're a nut:"

In thisexample, one child stmmoned-the other and the other answered. The initiator

-obligated by the routine Ito- provide a-reason for-the-sumions,'plaifully turned the __

interaction into a joke. Children's conversations begin to take -on the stylistic
0

8
J

. ;
.

choiacteristics bf 'adult conversations ata.'very early age ,(16).
.

Most inVestiatiofis bf how children lam complex social groups have dealt. with
. . .

-older children and. adolescents. However; it ha's been shown that even preschoolers

4

iesp6ntaneously form .structured groups which sire "simple norms. Norms in groups of

, ioung,,children may include. sanctions governing social interaction and interests held

Gammon.. TeaChers are familiar with:the4"14e-thei!!statements made by children,

.
-such' as "We don!t*like playing ball', 'right? We like tb-play cowboys!" (14, 23).

.

-----In'addition;childfen-s-ebi-a-to-itiange hierarchical dominance orders within

heir groups, including leadersfollqwers, and outcasts: Unfortunately, little is

knoim about,the:propeases-governing hierarchy formation'(23):
o .

$- Environmental sifpations.have a strong influence on the level of cdpplexitY of '

childie nss social interactions. Among presChoolert, complex social interactions

are most

1:

likely tmoccur during dramatic play and in the housekeeping corner, while

. '.
. .4':. 1

. ..

.siAgle childplay and parallel play,.(Khere children perform:similar activities near
*

,
., .,..:...

--.-.4

each other withotth cooperating in asingle activity) are most likely to occur in
-.0

.

game, art and book. areas (1p, 52)., .One study demonstrated, that, providing social
.4

tor--such as cards; checleers, andgroup gam-. -to 7-year-olds encourages more complex

dsoCia1%interaction than Providing toys for individual work, such as gyroscopes,
6'

crdyonS; puzzles, and play dough (48); 'When teachers attend to group play and
. ,

0 0 1: 2
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encear.age it by providing positive comments; new suggestions, and extra equip:17A,

the number of complex interactions'is likely" to increase (19). .

,
Which Children Are Well-Liked By Peers?

SoMe children are always welcome among groups of peers playing together, while

____others_seem to be outcasts. Popular_ children are generally friendly and outgoing,

. .

and seem to be sensitive to the needs of others. Of course, while. friendliness' may

he1p a child become accepted by other children, peer acceptance may also inspire

friendly sociability. Children seem to prefer peers of the same sex. From about

age on,. boys play mainly with boys and girls play with girls -(23) .

Observations of preschool children indicate reciprocity in peer interactions.

The number of positive social initiatives made by a child is related to the number,

of positive initiatives received by that child. The reinforcement principle applies

here. Children.who are positively reinforcing for peers will be approached more

frequently. Positive reinforcement from these friendly approaches then encourages

increased friendly behavior (10,'25, 32, 36, 40).

Children who spend a great deal of time interacting with adults tend.to be less

popular with their'peers. As children grow older they tend to spend more time with

1.7
.

single child. While this may be reinforcing for teachers, they should consider

peers and less time with adults. However, emotional dependence upon adults may

interfere with this developmental shift (34, 35, 37, 41). or-one thing, a child

who spends;agreat deal of time with adults, simply has less time to spend in peer

interaction. Inexperienced teachers often tend to spend time interacting with a

whether the child's time might be better spent learning to associate with peers.

Situationakfactors can influence children's social standing. In one-study,'

first graders were given tasks to perform either by

1 2 4

working together or by sitting

O



near each other while working independently. Merely being near of

-124-

ildren had

no effect on social preference: On the other hand, cooperative interaction, p -u-

larly with peers of theopposite sex, increased the children's liking for each

other (26).

Other evidence indicates that social attractiveness increases when children

sae rewards given to peers and when they themselved enjoy a pleasant experience in

the presence of other children. Groups that work toward a common goal and succ6ed

tend to increase their liking for other members of the group (27). Children who

play a game together and all win prizes. tend to increase their liking for each other'

(8, .33):

How De Children Influence Each Other's Behavior?

Among the many sources of influence in a child's environment, the peer. group

is one of the most potent. Children feel presiured to conform to peer group norms,

they imitate the behavior of other children, and they change their own behavior as

a result opositive and negative reinforcement provided by peers.

As children grow older, theyare m:Te,likely to conform to group norms.
.

Studies of compliance to group norms are generally designed-to investigate the

extent to which a child will agree to a false norm expressed by a peer group. In

atypical study, children are asked to select which one of several lines matches a :

standard line of a given length. The group has been coached to choose an obviously

inappropriate line, and the unsuspecting target child is asked for an opinion. In

such situations, preschoolers do not conform to the group oninion to any great'

extent. By age 7; children begin to show a great deal of conformity. They will go

along with what the group says no matter what their private beliefs may be. Towards

adolescence, surprisingly enough, compliance tends to diminish. If a general
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concipsion'can be drawn from such studies, it would be that the elementary school

years,constitute a period of great responsiveness to normative inflpence from peert

(7, 23; 29 38).

Children provide behavior models for each other.---Many studies haVe demon-

---strated,that almost any type of behavior exhibited by one child may be imitated by

an observing-peer. ,Children imitate both aggressive and sharing behavior (24,-28).

Children ,set standarit-for_themselvet similar to the standards set by children they

. ,

have observed (5). -Children.who arc-afraid Of dogs become less afraid if they see

-

several . children having fun with does. Initia4y-fearfal children may even begin

to enjoy, playing with dogs under these conditions (4, 6).

Children's behavioral changes as a result of peer reinforcement.---Observstinns.

Of children playing in a preschool setting indicate that a great de llof children's

interpersonal behavior can be classified as reinforcing to peers. ildren tend to

deliver more-positive reinforcement to peers of the same sex than to peers of the

opposite sex. Older children tend to deliver more positive reinforcement than

younger children; Those children who give the most positive reinforcement to other
.

children te4 to scatter their reinforcements to a larger number of children. They

also tend to receive more reinforcement in return. The behaviors labelleAkuposi-

tive- reinfo7cement" in these studies include giving positive attention by prais,

ing, helping, smiling, or conversing; giving affection and personal- acceptance,

both physical and verbal; submitting to other children by sharing, accepting their

ideas, compromising, or complying with a request; and giving tokens such- as toys

or food (10, 13).
1

A great eal-of evidence indicates that attention from peers has a strong

111

influence on children's classroom behavior. In several studies, children have been

coached to ignore certain behaviors of a particular child and to attend to certain

O
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other, behaviors. Generally, those behaviors which received peer attention increased,

while igniOd behaviors decreased. In one 'study, a preschool boy became less aggres-

Sive when peers were instructed to walk away from him whenever he behaved aggres_
?

sively. Another boy's rate of cooperative -play increased when peers were_ instructed;

to attend to him whenever hemas"playinrcooperatively (56). In one sixth grade

classroom, when children were trained to stop paying attention to one child's disrup-
.

tive behavior, the child's disruptive behavior decreased (53).

Teachers can influence in subtle ways the contingencies peers set for each

other. When teachers ignore inappropriate behaviors,. -and give positive attention to

4
cooperative friendly behavior, children Often imitate the teacher' example. They

often stop responding positively to negative behaviors and begin'to compliment each

tther'S constructive actions (54.

How-Can Teach6rs_Influence Peer Interaction?

Some teachers may feel that they have no business interfering in a child's

social relationships. Children should be free to choose whom they want to play with

and how they Want to play. ,It;is true that not all children want or need to be

0
popular or to have a large circle of friends. School, however, provides an oppor-

tunity for learning social as well as cognitive skills. The social skills learned

in school, particular:y at a young age, may well persist into adulthood. Children

will learn from their social interactions, whether a teacher intervenes or not.

However, some children may learn maladaptive patterns of social interaction, either

because they lack social skills or because they receive reinforcement for negative

behaviors. "Bad social habits" may interfere with later learning of more acceptable

*

social behaviors. A child who lacks social skill is not "free". Perhaps that child

-would like to join a group activity, but has no idea of how to go about it. Once

0 0 1 2 7
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a child has mastered the skills of interacting with other children, that child is

then free to choose when and with whom to interact.

Teachers can structure situations and provide materials which, encourage social

interaction. -- Teachers can create dramatic roles for children. For example, a

teacher might suggest setting up a store with customers, storekeepers, and delivery

people. Dramatic play situations tend to foster complex social interaction (10,-S2).
.

geachers.can also extend play already 'in progress. Suppose,nn is building with

blocks, and John is driving a truck nearby. A teacher might suggest that John

- "deliver" some blocks to Ann; or that Ann-build a garage 0! John's truck.

Equipment whiCh can be used by several:children at the same time provides a.

setting for social interaction (48). Horizontal tire swings allow several children

to swing together. Ordinary swings can be set up side by side so that children can

converse while swinging. Group games and cooperative tasks on which children work

together toward a common goal also foster social interaction.

Teachers can reinforce social interaction. - -A teacher who notices when children

are playing togethe can prolong the interaction by bringing in additional equipment

or offe ring a brief comment (19). At such times teachers should avoid prolonged

conversations with individual children which might disrupt the interaction of the

. group. The teacher should facilitate what is happening between the children, and

not v ie with peers fait the attention of a particular child.

For some children, learning to play with others does not come easily. Every .

classroom has_itsisolates--children who play by themselves and are ignored by

other children. Teachers often feel sorry for such children and give thei a great, .
sc .

deal of attention and support
.

attempting, make them feel more "confident."

I

,
Such attention can have a detrimental effect, however. Time spent interacting with

the teacher alone is time that cannot be spent learning to interact with peers:

.,-,-
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Teachers. can effectively help the,isolate acquire the social skills to gain peer.

acceptance by suggesting waysIfor such a child to become involved with others and

by giving attention contingent upon the child's.engaging in some social interaction

,(2, 9, 20, 30, 47) .

A particularly successful technique for increasing social play in preschoolers

is for-the teacher to move away froi the isolate child after suggesting a possible,

.

source of interaction, returning to give the 'child- attention only when, the;phild

begins to follow the suggestion. This technique was found to be°moreeffectiye than

standing by the isolate indcontinuingto suggest possiblein'teraetions until the
.

Child approached other children (39).: A teacher might say, for'example, "Tom (the

isolate), you could deliver this mail to the children in the playhouse." The

;

__teacher_would-then-turn-away: moved toward the i-Piiyhouse and attempted to

deliver mel, the teacher could ieturn to Tom and the group, supporting Tom with a
e-

comment such as "Tom has brought some mail for your house."

Teachers can increase the isolate's status in the group. - -One effective means

of raising a.child's group standing is to put.that child in charge of desired

resources. A teacher might say, "Donna, Alice (the isolate) has some cars for your

garage:" In accepting the cars, Donna dust accept Alice as well.

Onpreschool isolate was given a bag of candy to dispense to other children

every day for several days. He was to ask children which candy they wanted, and

then find it for them. Observations indicated that the boy began generally to

engage in more cooperative play following dispensation of the candy. The candy had

provided'him with a reason tapiroach other children'and gain practice'in making

social initiatives. In addition, being in charge of a powerful reinforcer enhanced

the boy's status in the group. The procedure took very little of the teacher's

time (31).
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u.

Since children tend to increase their liking for group members who haVe shared

.1
in a pleasant expemience (8, 27, 33), a teacher might include less popular,childret

in a special group activity. A teacher'mightsay, for example, iTavid; (the

isolate), you can*choose two .friends to come and help us make cookies," (or set

the table, pass out snack, clean the blackboards). In addition-to providing

reinforcement tb the group,, such procedures demonstrate that the teacher holds the

particular child in high esteem.

Points to Remember
I

1. Children engage in more complex social interactions when In

dramatic play, when playing with social toys; and-when -interacti g in groups

which receive the attention of teachers.

2. Children who enjoy a pleasant experience together generally incre e their

liking for each other.

3. Children influence each other's behavior through modeling and reinforcement.

Peer attention is a particularly powerful reinforcer in the classrliom.

4. Isolate children may remain isolate if teachers spend a lot of time with thcm

1

individually. Isolate. children are likely to engage in social interaction if

teachers attend to them only when they approach other children.

0 0 1.3,0
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